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ABSTRACT

One thousand and thirty two individualsfrom Lake Elsinore and

nearby surrounding communities were surveyed about their opinions on the
lake and the commimity of Elsinore. Respondents ranged from 4to 76 yearsof

age. The survey contained both open ended questions and rated statements.
Results were tallied for the total sample as well as broken down by age
groupings. Following this.Lake Elsinore's history,geology,hydrology and
biology were researched using primary and secondary sources ofinformation.
The human use and impactto the area was also considered. Lastly,a one

month curriculum was developed forjunior high age students on Lake
Elsinore's history,geology,hydrology,biology and the human use and impact
factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Teaching at Lake Elsinore Middle School,I not only drive by the lake
every school day,butsee iteach time I step or look outside my classroom door.
Some daysthe lake is calm and beautiful. Some days it is not. It caught my

interest how this very natural body of water seemed to be at the same time the
center of the community's scorn and the anchor of its identity. In an unusual
way itis hated and loved by the students and parents alike.
As a teacher,I wascurious aboutthe perceptions of the community
towards the lake itself. As an observer,I developed my own perceptions about

the community's perceptions. In Elsinore,parents and students alike seemed
to consider the lake to be little above a raw sewage spill,a virtual toilet around

which the community had arisen. There seemed to be no pride in the lake and
no understanding of it as a natural ecosystem,supporting varied organisms

and popular recreational activities. Instead the lake is seen as an eyesore and
an embarrassment,to be fixed or filled.

From these informal beginnings grew a curiosity about Lake Elsinore;

about the community and its odd relationship to the lake it surroimded. As a
scientist,I know that my perceptions might be misled,so I developed a survey

to attempt to accurately assess the feelings of the community towards the lake.

This survey was only the beginning,the springboard from which the rest of the
project would be launched. I was not only curious aboutthe community's
opinions and perceptions,but also how well they matched the reality of the
lake. So the next step of the project was to leam as much asI could about the
area's geology,history,water quality,biology,use,and human dependence

and impact on the lake. )

The final step was to develop curriculum. The purposefrom the outset
had been to help the students at Elsinore Middle School understand their lake.
In the end,I became the collator ofinformation from dozens of sources,and the

designer of curriculum in order to pass thatinformation on to them. It was an
immense task of which I hope the end result is students who are aware and

knowledgable aboutthe environment and ecology of their own community.
For some it may stir a greater sense ofcommunity pride;for others,a challenge
to action. At the leastI hope it awakens students to the variety of waysin
which the wonder of nature exists,not always to our own human liking. Itis

also my hope that the final project is as unbiased as humanly possible. It is not
my intention that the resulting curriculum be used either to sell or to malign
the lake or the community.

For myself,it has been a time of unprecedented immersion in a topic

much more vast than this brief projectcould cover. It has meant a time of
growth and of awareness about both die lake and myself. It has built my
respectfor the lake and those that work with it in their many and varied
capacities. It hasled me to realize the incrediblycomplex ecological and

political nature of Lake Elsinore and the difficult task for those thatseek to "fix"
it or to boost itsimage in the community.

I hope thatthe information gathered here is useful to other teachers,
either as kindling for their own interests or for use directly in their own
classrooms. The benefit ofstudying topics that are within the student's daily
environment and experience cannot be overrated.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Recent research reports,anecdotal articles and commentaries suggest
that environmental education and outdoor education are moving strongly

forward. Some of the currenteducational trends are being met by
environmental education and outdoor education programs,which have a host

of positive educational outcomes.
The Science Framework for California Public Schools(1990,pp.vii,viii)

sought to break down the compartmentalization that has occurred in science

teaciiing in order for students to understand the interrelated nature of the
study of science as well as the topics of science. Clifford Knapp(1989,p.40)
suggested that outdoor education is bestsuited to thateducational goal. He
writes that teaching students outside removes"the formality and

compartmentalization of subject matter." The American Biology Teacher
appealed to teachers to share the outdoors with their students(Wivagg,1994,

p.131)because "itis the natural providence of biology." Johh Miles citing John
Muir,and emphasizing the thoughts with his own commentary,suggested that
in learning,experience is everything(Miles,1991). Indeed education statewide
has begun to emphasize more experiential learning(Science Framework,1990,
pp.7,156).

Science education in general,according to Nancy Griffen(1975,p. 26),

should seek to foster an understanding and appreciation of the
interrelationships in nature. In regards to outdoor education and
environmental education,Phyllis Ford wrote that a primary goal should be to
foster knowledge,skills,and awareness,specifically of the environmentin

which we live(Ford,1989,p.31). These two goals go nearly hand in hand.
Maureen Hazelworth and Beth Wilson showed in their research that

outdoor programs generated positive changesin moral and ethical attitudes
towards the self(1990,p.36). Also reviewing the research on the effectiveness
of outdoor education programs,Louislozzi indicated that positive

environmental attitudes are developed by such programs. The study showed
that such attitudes appeared to be very long lasting(1989,pp.6,7).

Researching the effects of environmental programson attitude,John Ramsey
concluded that it develops"independent,overtenvironmental behavior"(1993,

p.34). He wenton to assert that responsible citizenship could be developed
from environmental education programs. Underpinning these research

results,the Bentler-Speckart Model pointed to a strong relationship between

attitudes and behavior. It predicted that changesin behavior will consequently

result in changesin attitude(Atkinson,1990,p.47). What this meansis that
engaging in responsible outdoor behavior -the very core of environmental
education and outdoor education programs- will generate responsible
attitudes towards the environment.

Outdoor and environmental education,then,seem to be best suited for

teaching subjects and for effecting attitudinal and behavioral changes.

Valentin Shaefer suggested in his research that it may be the only way. The

phrase "think globally,act locally" has been a catch phrase for the
environmental movement. Shaefer indicates that it may be better written as

"think locally,actlocally"(1992,p.5). Local programs,developed,focused,
and used at the local level have the greatest chance for success(1992,p.5).

Those that receive environmentalinstruction without stepping outdoors

usually do not change their actions(1992,p.6). In summary,recent studies
show that the best education is outdoors,and focused locally. This is true for

more than just science. One of the guiding principles of outdoor education
(Ford,1989,p.31)is that any subjectcan be taught outdoors.
Towards this aim,Wil Kalinowski,summarized recent research into

outdoor education by compiling a list of what made effective environmental

programs(1990-91,pp.8,9). According to Kalinowski,an effective program
should be developed and used locally,be interdisciplinary,be activity
centered,and allow students to reflect on their learning and experiences.

A meta-research article(Leeming,Dwyer,Porter & Cobem,1993)found
that mostenvironmental education research was poorly done. The authors

suggested thatin all but a few exceptions the data were poorly treated,the
research design poorly considered,and the results highly questionable. They
also found that most research did notconsider changes in behavior,but only

changes in attitudes. They stressed that much more research needs to go on in
the areas of environmental and outdoor education(1993,p.21).

Exceptfor the article by Leeming,et al,the research was positive about
the link betwwen desirable outcomes and outdoor education. The recent

research,suggested thatoutdoor education and environmental education meet
many educational and state framework goals,butLeeming,et al,suggested
that much more rigorous program analysis is needed before statistical support
for such conclusions could verify the anecdotal reports.

Even without the rigorous analysis called for by Leeming,et al,much of

the research already mentioned supports locally developed programs. The
overall aim of this project is to develop a local curriculum for and aboutLake

Elsinore. Towards this end a formal and analytical assessment of community

attitudes and knowledge was deemed a crucial firststep in this development.

The results of the"Lake Survey"thatfollows served in evaluating knowledge
levels,and overall attitudes; much as a unit pre-test. The information gathered

was used to guide the direction and focus of the subsequent curriculum.

A SURVEY OF COMMUNITY ATTITUDES ABOUT
LAKEELSINORE

Thissurvey ori community attitudes aboutthe lake and community of
Elsinore served as the precursor for a master's project,providing a factual basis

from which to apply the subsequent research and to develop a lake curriculum.
It wasintended neither to comprehensivelystudy the lake community nor to

accurately reflect situations or conditions of the lake or of the community.
Rather it served as a basic assessment of residents'attitudes,factual or not.

Statement of the Problem

In developing a curriculum specific to Lake Elsinore,the opinions and
attitudes of residents became an issue needing specific research clarification.
Beyond informal assessments of community attitudes,a single tool was needed

that would give direct measurable evidence of opinions about the lake and lake
related issues. A three-part,one page survey was developed and sent home

with seventh and eighth grade science studentsfrom Elsinore Middle School.

Students were encouraged to have as many relatives as possible complete the
surveys. Results were then tabulated and grouped. Graphs were prepared for '
each age grouping as well asfor the total sample.
Assumptions

For this study,the following assumptions apply:

• Survey responses accurately reflect the opinions and attitudes
of the respondents.

• Respondents understood the survey questions and
instructions.

• The survey responses are representative of the opinions of the
larger community.

Hypothesis
Itis believed that the survey will show thatthe community has

unfavorable opinions about the lake and lake issues,but realizes the financial
importance of the lake to the community.
Significance of the Study

Correctly assessing community attitudes and perceptions about the lake
wasfundamentalto developing a curriculum which was the final aim of this

project. Knowing the students'preconceived feelings about the lake helped to

guide the content and presentation ofthe relevant material. The survey could
be used to identify misperceptions towards which correctinstruction could be
directed. It could identify correct perceptions which would require less

emphasis in the resulting lesson plan. Identifying positive as well as negative
images of the lake and lake issues would also further serve to guide the
development and presentation of the final lake curriculum. Students might
also find the actual survey results interesting and informational and the results
themselves could be used with the curriculum. More generally,community

agencies may find useful,in part or whole,the information gathered here.
Instrumentation and Data Collection

A brief one page survey was developed consisting of three parts. Part

one :.sked demographic questions of the respondent,including age,
occupation,and length of residency. Parttwo contained eight open ended
questions about the lake and the community. Respondents were asked to

name the bestfeature ofthe lake and the community. They were asked to
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name the biggest problem of the lake and the community. They were asked to
describe the lake in a single word. They were asked how often they used the

lake and whatthey used itfor. They were also asked about how they felt the

community perceived the lake. With the exception of the lake use question,all
were open ended;no answer choices were suggested or given.
Part three consisted of nine aspects of the lake and the community.

Respondents were asked to rate the subjectfrom 1(worst)to 10(best). Aspects
rated were:Lake Elsinore as a community,the lake's level of pollution, of

general cleanliness,as a recreational area,its quality offish,quality of water,

scenic value,importance to the community of Elsinore,and the quality of the
maintenance of the lake.

The survey was sent home with seventh and eighth grade science
studentsfrom Elsinore Middle School. Students were encouraged to have as

many relatives as possible complete the surveys. The surveys were distributed
through the science classrooms during the week of November 14,1993. Most
surveys were collected within one week,butsome were returned after the
Christmas break during the week of January 3,1994. Of the approximately

1500 surveys distributed,1032 were returned.This represents a 68.8% return
rate. The actual survey sheet titled "Lake Survey"can be found in Appendix H.
Data Treatment Procedure

The surveys were divided into four age groupings based on a

preliminary difference in response styles. Thosefour classes were: Up to 14

years old,15 to 30 years old,31 to49 years old,and over 50 years old. The
responsesfrom the different age groups were then individually tabulated on
response sheets. Differently worded,butsimilar responses were grouped

tinder single headings,the number and variety of headings determined by the
number and variety of actual responses.

Each question was then graphed. The open ended questions were

graphed as pie charts. Thisshowed the percentage of total respondents giving
similar responses and the total number of different response categories. The
rated questions were graphed as histograms. Thisshowed the ten possible
rankingsfor each question and the number of respondentschoosing each
ranking. The complete set of graphs may be foimd in Appendix B.
Presentation of Findings

The resultsfor the total sample differed in several key areasfrom the

individual age groups. Following will be a presentation of each of the key

questions and a discussion of similarities and differences between the age
groups.

How many times a year do you visit or use the lake? For the entire

sample nearly two thirds(63.1%)said that they did not visit the lake even once
per year. This wasremarkably consistent across the age groups,though the

younger groups visited slightly more than the older. Younger respondents
tended to be more emphatic in their responsesto this question,often

punctuating their answers with multiple exclamation points or writing"never"
in all capital letters.

Do you regularly use the lake for boating,fishing,water-skiing,

picnicking or swimming? For all age groups,picnicking and swimming were
the mostcommon recreational uses of the lake. The answers occurred so

frequently together that they were combined into one category. Other major
uses occurring in almostequal proportions were fishing,water skiing,and
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boating. Usesincluded in"other" werejet skiing,horseback riding,and bird
watching. For the 15-30 year old group,boating wasnearly as popular as
swimming and picnicking(25.9% to 33.3%). For the 31 -49 year olds and the

over 50 group,the"other"category,consisting mostly of bird watching was
very popular(24.2% and 22.2%).

What,as you see it.is the lake's bestfeature? The scenic aspect of the
lake was seen by all age groups as its bestfeature,though the over 50 group
wastied with recreational uses. Other features praised were the lake's financial

benefitsto the city,and its size. For several of the younger age groups,size
was mentioned as a bestfeature(up to 8.1%). Withoutfurther information,

which was not presenton the survey responses,it was assumed that the
presentlarge size of the lake from the heavy rains that filled it in 1993 was
being contrasted to the nearly dry state in 1992. For over one fourth of the total
respondents,it was stressed that the lake had no bestfeature. Here the

responses differed markedly by age group. Only 5;9% of the over 50 group felt
that the lake had no bestfeature while 28.4% of the up to 14 age group felt that
way.

What,as you see it.is the lake's biggest problem? For over one third
of those responding the answer was algae. The nextanswer,pollution,was

also equally popular as a second choice. Other responsesincluded the smell,
fish kills,poor management,lack offunds,lake level and stabilization,and lack
of facilities. The biggest difference between the age groups,was that the up to

14 group felt tiaat the smell was a serious problem(26.8%)while for most other
groups it was much lower. Fish kills were noted by the 15 - 30 group as a

major problem(15.7%)butnot by most other groups. The 31 -49 year olds did
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not mention fish kills at all. Overallfish kills came in at 3.6%.

What,as you see it.is the community's biggest problem? Crime

(gangs,prostitution,lack of police protection,graffiti,vandalism)was far and
away the top problem,with almost half of all respondents listing crime as the
major problem in Lake Elsinore. The only major difference between groups
wasthat the 31 -49 year olds had a substantially higher response at55.2%

compared to most others around 40%. Other serious commimity problems
reported were the lake(27.3%),city management(7.4%),and lack of facilities
(5.0%). The over 50 group mentioned lack offacilities most(10.5%),but the up

to 14 group explained mostspecifically whatfacilities they would like(movie

theatres,water slides,golf/amusement parks). The "other"category had a
wide variety of responses: homelessness,joblessness,too much growth,too
little growth,road problems,and lack of community spirit.
The following nine statements were given with the instructions,"From 1
(worst)to 10(best)rate each of the following."
Lake Elsinore as a community... The majority of responses fell directly
in the center. The up to 14 group tended to have a greater percentage of

responses in the8-10range than any otiier group. It was surprising to note

thatjunior high age students,generally regarded as pessimistic,held higher
opinions of the community than any other age group. All other groups peaked
at5 and fell off sharply at either end of the range.

The lake'slevel of pollution,the lake's level of general cleanliness,
the lake's quality of fish,the lake's quality of water,and maintenance of the
lake... These five questions drew very negative responsesfrom all age groups.
The overwhelming response was l(worst),with nearly a third of the
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respjndenls giving that rating for each of the above questions.
The lake as a recreational area... Again all age groups responded

similarly. The responses tended toward the low end of the scale(less than 5),
but were not weighted so heavily in the worstcategory. A substantial
percentage of respondents(about25%)gave ratingsfrom 6-10.
The lake's scenic value... This broughta disparity of responses between

the age groups. The up to 14 group itself seemed split on this aspect the most
popular response being 1(worst)and the second most popular response being
9. The other three age groups gave marks concentrated towards the "best"end
of the scale. The over 50 group gave the highest ratings. Overall the responses
are highestin the center and at both ends of the rating scale.
The lake's importance to the community of Elsinore... The up to 14

group had the highest response as1 - meaning unimportant,but responses
evenly covered 2- 10. For the 15 -30 year olds answers were highest at 10,but

also peaked at 1 and 5. the older age groups rated tire importance much
higher,showing a clear skew towards the high end of the range. When
totalled,the responses show a split,equally divided among 1 and 10 and
scattered somewhat equallyfrom 2-10. Clearly the older citizens consider the
lake more essential than the younger residents.
Conclusion of the Lake Survey

Overall,residents seemed to be neither greatly pleased nor greatly
displeased with the quality of the community,though they considered crime to
be an overwhelming problem. Most residents felt strongly about the lake itself.

Though they realized itsimportance generally,they considered it polluted,
poorly cared for,and facing serious problems. Almost anything in regards to
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the]^ke was rated poorly,exceptfor itsscenic beauty. Many residents wrote of

the potential of the lake and felt thatit needed to be"fixed." They expressed
frustration that that was nottaking place. Age seemed to play a factor in some

opinions. Generally,the Opinions about the community declined with age,

while the opinions about the scenic qualities of the lake and understanding of
its importance to the community increased with age. In current public opinion,
the lake is notconsidered a community asset nor a positive influence towards
1

community esteem.
Limitations ofthe Design

There were a number offlawsin the original design,as well as

limitationsin interpretation and graphic analysis. The survey itself should
have asked the gender of the respondent. The survey also was open to
confusion regarding some of the rating questionsconcerning"worst"and "best"
and how it related to the questions asked. Open responses in the "other
comments"section and elsewhere seemed to show that any confusion was
minimal. The responses were not weighted according to actualconununity

makeup,when totals were generated,so the graphs marked "all age groups"

are heavily weighted for the up to 14age group from whom most of the
surveys came. In addition,the over 50 group was very small,which might
have affected the accuracy of the collected data. In regards to data treatment,

not all factors were used,nor were all questions tallied. Finally,many
respondents did not answer all questions. Generally,these flaws seemed to be
minor and insignificant to the results.
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Recommendations for Further Research

The following recommendations are given:

• Gross correlations between opinions and length of residence,

percentage of life spentin Lake Elsinore,type of work(white
collar vs. blue collar)and distancefrom the lake itself.

• A revised survey form with clearer questions,and a question
about gender.
■

.

■

t

■

.

■

^

■

• Balancing the graphical totals to match local demographics.
• Surveys given at various times during the year;when the lake
smells and the algae has bloomed,and again when it is
clearer.

• Surveying students after completing the Lake Educatiort
Project curriculum.

It would be interesting to see if distance from the lake,or gender,or length

of residence has any type ofeffect- either positive or negative - on the attitudes
towards Lake Elsinore. Finding such linkages might be helpful to those
involved in lake managementissues. As a post-test assessment of the Lake
Education Project's effects,the Lake Survey could indicate changes in student
attitudes. Such an assessment would be valuable in future curriculum

development or for modifying the Lake Education Project.

The Lake Survey provided usefulinformation about the level of knowledge
about Lake Elsinore and the attitudes held. Once this was known,the nextstep

of the project was to research as much primary source information about Lake
Elsinore as possible. This would provide a basisfor comparing current

knowledge levels with the actual conditions and history of the lake.In the
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following sections arefound the results of the research. Itis notintended to be
exhaustive,but rather to provide a framework of understanding for teachers of
the Lake Education Project materials. Itis broken into four sections: history,
geology,hydrology,biology,and human use and impact.
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BACKGROUND RESEARCH FOR TEACHERS

LAKE HISTORY

Before white landowners,farmers and businessmen;before Mexican

ranchers,and settlers;before any of the modern inhabitants and intruders into
Lake Elsinore,native Indians freely roamed the length of the valley. The

Pai-ah-che,the Gabrielino,the Luisenos,all hunting and gathering tribes, made!

the Elsinore Valley their home(Rawls,1984,p.10;Hudson,1977,p. 11). By
accountsfrom the first encounters with Europeans,the California Indians led a

simple life with few tools and weapons(Rawls,1984,pp.46,47). Their skillsin
basketry,though,were immense(Rawls,1984,p.47)and their knowledge of
plant lore and natural pharmacology is still being researched and understood

today(Parkhurst,1971,p. 1). Early coastal explorers,like Captain William

Shaler and George Vancouver,thoughtlittle of the California Indians,but
seemed pleased that they could easily be subdued and defeated(Rawls,1984,

pp.46,47). For the Indians,famine and need had never been a problem. The
nearby Ortega Mountains supported a variety of wildlife and Lake Elsinore

supported a diversity of native plants and waterfowl(The Elsinore Valley
News,1886a). To the Pai-ah-che,though,it was notLake Elsinore,but Etengvo
Wumona(Hudson,1977,p.11). With the claiming of California by Mexico,
however,the Indian's hold on the valley soon weakened.

On January 1,1844,Manuel Micheltorena,the Governor of California(a
part of Mexico), granted 20,000 acres of the Elsinore Valley to Julian

Maruiquez(Eastlake Community Builders,1992;List of lake owners,1952). The
Rancho La Lagima grant which included not only the valley,but the lake itself
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- known to the Mexicans as Laguna Grande -remained the property of Julian

Mandquez until 1851 when it wassold(Eastlake Community Builders,1992;
List of lake owners,1952). Since the first owner the lake has been sold or

transferred 23times to various individuals,families,groups,agencies and

organizations(List oflake owners,1952). Currently the lake belongs to the
City of Lake Elsinore to whom control was transferred on July 1,1993(Lake
transfer,1993;Next3,1993)and to the hundreds of private owners oflake front

property(Staff,1992;Beach spa,1983). Among the lake's more famous owners
are Franklin Heald,Donald Graham,William Collier,and Fredrick,Cecil,

Charles,and Georgiana Sumner. In the early days especially,the lake seldom
remained under the control of anyone for more than a few years. For example,
between 1913 and 1920 the lake had no less than five different owners(List of
lake owners,1952).

The same year that Franklin H.Heald arrived in Elsinore and purchased
the lake - 1883- he also purchased a great deal of the surrounding lake front
property(List oflake owners,1952). To F.H.Heald,Elsinore held tremendous

growth potential and he set out to make the most of it. OnJanuary 1,1885,a
Wednesday,Heald printed the first edition of the Elsinore Valley News of
which he was owner and editor. The first edition ran news about the

wonderful Elsinore climate and a story abouthow the town got its name.
The name rvas selected after much care and deliberation. It xvas
adopted notfrom the small city so named in Denmark,but

ratherfrom the immortalitygiven it by Shakespeare and
Campbelland because it hasa splendidsound. Its correct
pronunciation,according to Webster,is El-sin-ore;three
syllables,accent on the third.

The paper ran onlyfour pages,printed once a week on Wednesdays,but
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with a strong editorial flare. In the early days,the front page usually ran a
story gleaned from one of the eastern periodicals or larger papers,often with a

westcoast setting. Stories of Elsinore's mild climate and miraculously healing
sulphur hotsprings ran in almostevery issue.The August 12,1885issue stated
that a sample of hot springs water had been sentto a chemistin San Francisco
for testing. "We only know that the water will cure rheumatism and all

poisonous diseases,"the paper boasted. From its inception it was designed to
"show up the advantages of Elsinore"(Elsinore Valley News,1885b)and to
serve the interests of Franklin Heald.

Heald washarsh with those whom he disagreed,frequently using the

paper to present not only his willfor Elsinore,but to insult and attack his
enemies. A meat market owner named Benjamin Rice did not agree wifli

Heald or his politics and the feud made the paper for weeks. Heald at one

point printed a thinly disguised "fable"about a fat butcher and the"pimple on
his nose that grew until it waslarger than the man himself(Elsinore Valley
News,1885b)." The feud ended with a lawsuitby Heald for $10,000 against
Rice for "defamation and slander"(Elsinore Valley News,1885b). Benjamin

Rice closed up his shop and moved away,leaving Elsinore without a butcher
shop for the next three years.
Near the end of 1885,the paper wasin financial trouble. Heald

appealed to the commimity to supportthe weekly. At only $2a year he

pleaded for those "faithful subscribers"to take a second subscription(Elsinore
Valley News,1885d)."Much of Elsinore's success depends upon her paper,"he
urged(Elsinore Valley News,1885d). 'With its success,Elsinore will gain the

respect and influence due her"(Elsinore Valley News,1885d). And the paper
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did recover,continuing to publish the comings and goings of strangers and
landowners,the names of travelers at the hotel,the yield of crops,and the
multiple glories of the valley.
Not all of Heald's efforts to develop Elsinore,and to sell his vast

landholdings,were entirely truthful. The following is portion of a flyer that
Heald mailed to potentialsettlers as well as printed frequently in the Elsinore
Valley News.
Elsinore Lake which is halfioay betiveen Los Angeles and San
Diego on the C.S.R.R.,is a beautiful sheet ofpure mountain
water?mile Imig,3 miles wide,and 80feet deep. There are

noia 15smallsail boats,one large yacht,and a steamboat
which will carry60passengers. This boat makes regular trips

around the lake,stopping at thefoot ofevery street to discharge
and receive passengers andfreight,ansxoering every purpose of
a street car.

In fact,the lake has never been 80feet deep. Residents of the time
reported willow trees at the 1240foot elevation mark which would make the

lake less than 20 feet when die flyer was printed(Water for,1955). The
steamboat of which Heald spoke,the Showboat,never did pick up and drop
off passengersfrom the "foot of every street"(Elsinore Valley News,1886,June

23). It was a dream that never b^ame reality. The dreams were large in the
early days;dreams that once Elsinore became recognized for allits amenities,
it would become a major California city.

Even then,however,residents recognized that Elsinore and the lake
itself had some serious problems to overcome. On June 23,1886 the first
mention was made that Lake Elsinore wasin need of stabilization(Elsinore
Valley News).

It is proposed to lower the outlet atsome pointso that the lake
xoill cover 4,000acres and tofill the lake zvith tvell zvater zoaste.
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On January 1,1888 the Elsinore Valley Newsfirst discussed the
possibility of incorporating. On that same day Paul B. Hay took over as the
new owner and editor. Heald,still influential,pushed hard for cityhood as did

Hay. Thatyear,on August 20,Elsinore incorporated(City of Lake Elsinore,
Community economic profile). Lake Elsinore is the oldest city in Riverside
County(Bad spot,1993). In fact,it is older than Riverside County itself which
wasformed in 1893(Bad spot,1993). When it wasincorporated,Elsinore was
part ofSan Diego County.
The desirefor growth continued into the twentieth century. The Lake

Elsinore Valley News(the paper's name changed in 1912)carried slogans like
"the Sim shines mosteveryday in Elsinore,come and see"(1912); or "the best

little city in Southern California"(1925,January 15);or "California's mostscenic
health center"(1925,December 3).

Indeed,it was the healthful draw of the sulphur hotsprings that
founded Elsinore in the first place. Other early industries included the pottery

works at Alberhill,and a variety of mining operationsfor gold,silver,galena
(lead ore),tin,sinabar,black sand,salt lime,marble,keolin,iron,and granite

(Elsinore Valley News,1885c). Agriculture - grapes,olives and citrusfruits 
was also a strong early industry. Each year the town collected the best of its

offerings for the fair in San Diego in order to"show the advantage of Elsinore"
(Elsinore Valley News,1885b).

Growth wasclearly a primary objective. Elsinore was touted as a

health,agricultural and recreational center. Highways and railroad lines were
actively sought and heavily praised. In 1911,a community booster group was

fornied with the catch phrase"ten thousand population for Lake Elsinore
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Valley in 1915"(Elsinore Valley News,1911). The phrase accurately caught the

mood of the valley,though awkward on the tongue. The railroad line from
San Bernardino,begun in 1885(Elsinore Valley News,1885c)was highly
touted for bringing recognition and a bright future to the valley. The

Elsinore-San Juan Highway(now the Ortega Highway)started in 1925 was
lauded with the same hopesfor future growth(Lake Elsinore Valley News,
January 15,1925).

For Elsinore,however,the success of the valley was tied to something

more variable than the mild climate or the railroad and highway access. The
fortune of the town consistently rose and fell with the level of the lake.
Because of its shallow nature and high surface area and Southern California's

drought prone climate,the lake level rose and fell like the "cardiograph of a
man dying of heart trouble"(Water for,1955).

During the twenties,when the lake level washigh,and the water quality

good,Elsinore was a boom town. Growth was dramatic(Ups and downs,
1975). Lake Elsinore Country Club was built along the west shore([Lake

Elsinore],1975). A pier was builtin 1925([Lloyd Brown],1975). Health spas
and hotels flourished. Fishing,boating,yachting,skiing,and other recreational
activities brought the city huge revenues. By 1936,however,the erratic lake

level had receded to aboutseven feet making it unusable for recreation
(Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District[EVMWD],1984a,p.34). The first

fish die offs were recorded and Ihe combination of poor water quality and the
Great Depression was dramatic. Much of Elsinore Valley wassold to the state
to pay taxes(Water for,1955).

A few wet years came,butby 1951 the lake was dry(EVMWD,1984a,p.
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34). In the 1920s and 1930s it was"the boating capitol of Southern California"
(Familiar scene,1952). In the 1940s and 1950s it would almost ruin the city of

Elsinore. Property values declined and residents moved away. By 1959,land
that had sold for $3,000in 1927was worth around $500. By 1959 the town had
shrunk to 2,500 residents(Drilling of wells,1959).

In 1957the state purchased 2,900 acres of the dry lake bed to create a

state park,butlack of water remained a problem(Many worked,1962). A

group of residents calling themselves"Water for Lake Elsinore"raised funds
and hired a water diviner,Verne Cameron,to identify likely Spots for drilling

wells(Drilling of wells,1959). Three wells sunk were successful and are still
capable of pumping today,but that wasonly partof the solution. The city of
Elsinore over a period of several years beginning in 1951 and culminating in
1964 turned control of the lake over to the state for development asa state park

(Lake Elsinore filling,1964;Many worked,1962).

On Saturday,February 1,1964,in a dramatic ceremony,30,000 acre feet
of water was purchased from the Metropolitan Water District for refilling Lake
Elsinore and the valve was opened(Lake Elsinore filling,1964). It would take
nearly two months to complete,butthe lake was usable once again. Residents
and visitors made a holiday out of the lake filling.
The bridge over the San Jacinto River at Mission Trail xvas

lined with personssitting on the railings and xvatching the
waters pass beneath them ...Freddy Stokes in his 75 horse
poxver Scott xvas thefirst motor boat to try the river... T.C.
Morris xoas thefirst to ski in the nexv water turned on at
Lakeview Saturday,whilegiant bulldozers were startixig two
marixxas on Lake Elsinore(Lake Elsinorefilling,1964).
Drought again in the 1970s brought hard times to the city. The plan for

lake stabilization was revived. Plan C was designed and involved diking the
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lake into a smaller area,dredging the lake to improve water quality and to

deepen it,and was estimated to costabout12 million dollars(Plan C,1974). It
was never implemented.

By the 1980s,the lake level had increased and the city income rose
correspondingly. In 1977 the lake was dry and taxable sales were at 20

million. By 1980,the year of the flood,taxable sales were at40 million and

climbing. Building permitissues had also risen sharply(EVMWD,1984a,p.
6-2). The lake wasso full that at the urging of the residents,pumping was

begun to lower the level(City will drain,1993). Unfortunately,years of
droughtfollowed again and the city began to look at ways to raise the water
level. By 1990 the water depth was only five feet(Riverside County

Department ofEnvironmental Health[RCDEH],1990). Another year of below
normal rainfall would mean another dry lake.

Lake stabilization as a plan had never gone away. In 1984 the Elsinore

Valley Municipal Water District applied for a grant to the Bureau of
Reclamation(EVMWD,1984a,p. 2). A massive undertaking,the initial loan

and grant application reached over 600 pages with the subsequent addendum.
Finally approved,a three-part construction project began in 1988(Lake
Elsinore Management Authority[LEMA],1992;Otway,1991). The lake inlet

channel was to be moved and improved,a dike was to be added to halve the

lake size and the outletchannel was to be lowered to preventflooding and
provide more circulation(EVMWD,1984a,p.3). The levee was completed in
1990 and the inlet charmel in 1991.The outlet channel is expected to be done by
early 1995(LEMA,1992;Otway,1991;Outflow channel,1993). The levee was

designed to reduce evaporation and to provide flood protection. The lowered
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outlet wasdesigned to keep die lake maximum at 1260^feet orless surface
elevation(LEMA,1992).
Rains in l991 and 1993 raised the level of the lake,but also raised some

of its traditional problems. In addition to working on those problems,the city
is in the midst of a massive redevelopment project: revamping the downtown,
building parks,retaking control of the lake,building a minor league stadium

(Staff,1992). All of tiiis so that whatF.H.Heald wanted -"to show up the
advantages of Elsihore"-mightfinally occur(Elsinore Valley News,1885b).
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GEOLOGY

Geologically,Elsinore Valley is a graben - a depression - that runs

rougnly northwestto southeastfrom Temescal to Temecula(EVMWD,1984a,
p. F-2;State of California Department of Natural Resources[CDNR],1954,p.

23). The valley is bounded on the southwestby the sharply rising Elsinore

(Ortega)Mountains thatclimb almost 1,500 vertical feetin less than a mile of
width(EVMWD,1984a,p. F-3). The Ortegas are the part of the Santa Ana

mountain range that separates the Elsinore Valleyfrom the coast. On the
northeast rises the more gentle Temescal Mountains and the Ferrisfault block.

The entire depression,from the lake to the southern Agua Tibia Mountains is

known as the Elsinore-Temecula Trough(CDNR,1954,p. 23).

Itis believed from the geologic evidence that the valley floor wasfaulted

downward at the same time thatthe Santa Ana range was beingfaulted
upw ard(CDNR,1954,p.23). Though some folding of the rock has occurred
(foliation)(CDNR,1954,p.8),particularly in the Corona area,mostof the
ground movementin the Elsinore Valley resulted in distinctfractures(CDNR,

1954,p. 23). Thislowered the valley floor and provided a number offault

breaks at both the surface and subsurface(CDNR,1954,p. 26). In fact,eight
major fault blocks have been identified in the Elsinore Valley,all with steep

angular fault lines and all running the same direction as the valley - northwest
to southeast. The Glen Ivy and Sedco faults border the northeast shore of the
lake,while the Wildomar Fault runs the length of the southwestern shore. At

the base of the Ortegas can befound theWillard faultzone(CDNR,1954,p.
26). Through the center of the valley,and the center of the lake,runs the
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Burckhalter and Lake faults(EVMWD,1984a,p.6-8).

Thefaults appear to be moderately geologically active. Within the last

50 years,more than 600earthquakes have been recorded within 25 miles of
Lake Elsinore. Most were less than 4.0 in magnitude;however one 5.5 quake
occurred in 1938,around 10 milesfrom the city. Geologic estimates are that a

4.0 to 6.0 earthquake is"likely"in the next50 years(EVMWD,1984a,p.6-10).
Though the individualfault blocks range from sandstone to granite to

metamorphic crystalline types to conglomerate to igneous basalt,most of the
valley is overlaid with alluvium(CDNR,1954,p.9). Alluvium isloosely
consolidated or imconsolidated sand,silt,gravel and clay,carried by water to
the valley floor. Though in mostcases the alluvium is less than 100feet thick,
in some places it extends downward as much as 3,000feetin whatis called the
Pauba formation(CDNR,1954,p.9). Because of the alluvium,only one of the

eightfault blocks that makes up the valley is exposed at the surface(EVMWD,
1984a,p.F-2). The alluvial thickness indicates that heavy erosion has taken
place in the recent geologic past.

Beneath the alluvium is crystalline metamorphic sandstone,shale,or

siltstone,and beneath that is bedrock of granite or basalt which is part of a

huge Southern California batholith. This is referred to as basement rock and
averages about 1,000 to 1,500feet below the surface(CDNR,1954,p.9). In the
mountain areas surrounding the valley,the batholith is exposed in numerous

intrusions and iscomposed of metamorphic rocks,such as gabbro,diorite,and
granodiorite. To the south the mesas of the Mesa Verde area are topped with
basalt. Thisindicates that,atleast in a geologic time scale,the valley has been
very active(EVMWD,1984a> p.6-10). One odd formation is Rome Hill,an
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uplifted chunk ofconglomerate and sandstone(GDNR,1954,p. 23).
On the east-northeast side ofthe valley rises the Ferris fault block,which

is part of the Southern California batholith and which is made of a variety of

igneous rocks. Pale granite called granodiorite is exposed on the hillsfrom
Elsinore towards Ferris. Closer to Ferris are found darker rock outcroppings of
various types of gabbro(CDNR,1954,p.26).

Much of the early geologic data camefrom well drilling,from mining,
and from quarrying. In tibe Elsinore Valley,in the batholith formations,many
small mines operated from the 1880s imtil the 1950s(CDNR,1954,p. 21).

Estimates of gold and silver by l935 were about 2.5 million dollars(CDNR,
1954,p.22). The slate foimd in the area also supported quarries that cut,sold,
and shipped it across the country. Perhaps most successful,however,was the

Alberhill mine. Initially it was worked for a type of coal called lignite which
can be found less than lO feet below the surface. Financial returns were small

due to the low quality and high ash content of the coal. The alluvial deposits
of the valley,though,are rich in clay and eventually it was the use of the clay
that turned the Alberhill mineinto a large and successful operation.

Depending on the type of clay mined,it was used to make sewer pipes,terra
cotta,firebrick,roofing materials,brick,and tile(CDNR,1954,pp.22,23).
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HYDROLOGY

The graben thatforms the Elsinore Valley is the geologic low pointfor

the 765 square mile San Jacinto watershed(EVMWD,1984a,p.6-1). Not only
runofffrom the local hills drains into Lake Elsinore,but the San Jacinto River

itself is the single largest water source and formsthe lake inlet. Before the
construction of the Railroad Canyon Dam which formed both Canyon Lake the
lake,and Canyon Lake the community,the river ran unobstructed into Lake
Elsinore(Water for,1955). Now the waterflow is controlled,more at times and
less at others.

Geologic evidence suggests that at one time the natural outletfor the
lake wassouthwestward along the same path followed by the Santa Margarita
River which lies to the south of Temecula and passes through the Temecula

Gorge and on to the sea(CDNR,1954,p.8). In fact,at that time,Elsinore may
have been less of a lake and more a broadening and shallowing of the San

Jacinto River. With time,and continued fault block movement,the rising Santa
Ana range and the lowering valley basin blocked this course of drainage
(CDNR,1954,p.8). Evidence seems to iridicate that the river for a time drained
into the Temecula Creek,but with continued diastrophism (fault movement)

even tinis course waseventually blocked(EVMWD,1984a,p.F-3). Currently a
slight rise near the Wildomar area preventssouthern drainage. The San Jacinto

River eventually turned northwestward and wascaptured by the Temescal
Creek which flowsinto the Santa Ana River(CDNR,1954,p.8).. The Santa
Ana River skirts the northern end of the Santa Ana Mountains and reaches the

sea along a gently sloping course. Presently this course is the onefollowed by
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water which sometimes flows out of Lake Elsinore and into tiie Temescal

Wash. Itis the lake's only natural outlet,but a sporadic one(EVMWD,1984a,
pp.6-1,6-10). The mouth of the outlet at the present time is at elevation 1260
feet(Lake Elsinore ManagementPlan,1989,pp.8,9). The lowest point ofthe
lake oasin is elevation 1223feet. This means that when the lake depth falls

below approximately 37feet,which it does often,there is no lake outlet at all.
Most of the time water leaves the lake by evaporation. Currently efforts are

under way to lower the mouth of the outlet to elevation 1252feet with one of
the intended effects being that Lake Elsinore will have better water circulation.
Estimates are that with the lowered outlet,total water will be replaced

approximately every six years(Lake Elsinore as major,1993).
The Elsinore Valley graben(depression)is a shallow one,with mild

topographicfeatures. Because of this.Lake Elsinore is very shallow with a
substantial surface area. Though the surface area varies with the water
volume,it has been as much as 7,000 acres(EVMWD,1984a,pp.4-12). With
the completion of the levee in 1990,however,the surface area of the lake
proper was more than halved to around 3,000 acres. The low volume to
surface area ratio results in substantial evaporation of the lake,as much as 4.5

vertical feet a year;about9,000 gallons a minute on a moderate summer day
(Lake Elsinore as major,1993). Partially for this reason,the levee was
constructed;to reduce surface area and thus water loss due to evaporation

(EVMWD,1984a,pp.1-8).
Lake Elsinore is an entirelynatural lake fed almostexclusively by

rainfall and snowmelt within the San Jacinto watershed(EVMWD,1984a,p.
8,9). Because of this,its high evaporative loss,and the typically low rainfall in
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Southern California,its water level is highly variable(EVMWD,1984a,p.6-1).

Itrangesfrom completely dry to around 60feetin times of heavy seasonal
rains. Local runoff precedesSan Jacinto flows by about a day and a half during
times of rain(EVMWD,1984b,p.37).

Other sources of water for the lake are human managed: Water from
wells drilled in the southern end of the lake bed,and water purchased from the

Municipal Water District(Lake Elsinore filling,1964). Lake Elsinore itself is
not part of any California water projects. Lake Ferris to the northeastis the

terminal storage unitfor the California State Water Project which diverts water
southward from the Feather River tributariesin Plumas Coimty,California

(Water Education Foundation,p.4). Lake Elsinore is unique among lakes in
Southern California both for its shallowness and the fact that it was not created

by damming.

Recorded in the local paper as early as 1885,numerous successful wells
were sunk in the Elsinore Valley(Elsinore Valley News,1885c). In the 1950s,
when the lake was dry and the economy all but dead,hopes were high of
refilling the lake with high capacity wells capable of pumping more than 7,000

gallons a minute(Drilling of wells,1959). In the presentlake management
plan,ground water pumping is still listed as a viable option(Lake Elsinore
ManagementPlan,1989,p.4).

The valley floor is made mostly of alluvial deposits carried by the San

Jacinto River. To the northern end of the valley,periodic water flows down

Rice Canyon,Leach Canyon,and McVickers Canyon have also deposited
substantial alluvium onto the valley floor. The surrounding mountain geology
is mostly crystalline rock and does nothold ground water(EVMWD,1984a,p.
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F-5). The alluvium,the underlying floodplain,and the Pauba formation

beneath that are all capable of carrying ground water. In total,water bearing
rock extends downward some 2^00feet,nearly half a mile. Beneath this level
the basement rock - mostly gabbro,basalt,diorite,and granodiorite - are all
non-waterbearing(EVMWD,1984a,p.F-4).

A ground water basin is not an underground lake or river;it is the water

trapped between the grains and within the pores of the rock. Though the
water doesflow downgradient,it doesso very slowly in inches or feet per day.
Water flowsout of the Elsinore basin at two key points. To the northeast water
outflows occur near the Temescal Wash and presumably head towards the

Santa Ana River. Because of the Glen Ivy faultzone,though,outflow is
estimated to be minimal. Geologically,waterbearing rock isfoimd all the way
to Temecula. Outflows here should be more substantial,but actual outflows

are notknown(EVMWD,1984a,pp.F-8,9).

The fault blocks that make up the valley complicate the ground water

picture. Ground water does not move easily,if at all,between the fault blocks.
To some degree this prevents the groundwaterfrom leaving the Elsinore
Valley,butit also prevents easy movement of water into the valley(EVMWD,
1984a,p. F-8). Recharge does occur,though. From the Elsinore Mountains,

ground water flows across the Willard Fault and into the basin. To the north,
ground water flows downgradientfrom Rice,Leach and McVickers Canyons.

Subsurface water arrivesfrom beneath the San Jacinto River through a geologic
formation called the Sedco Cone. In all cases,tiiough,subsurface inflow is

reduced because of passage through the faultzones(EVMWD,1984a,p. F-9).
During 1981,approximately 150 wells(mostly low capaicity)extracted
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about 8,000 acre feet of water(EVMWD,1984a,p.F-2). Knowing the amount

of water being recharged into the ground water table and the amount of
extraction providesa method for estimating the total amount of ground water.

By measuring the number offeetthat the water table is lowered due to
extraction,totals are approximated. In all,the Elsinore Ground Water Basin is
estimated to cover 26square miles(about 14,400 acres). In depth,the ground
water basin is about 1,600 feet thick(about a third of a mile). The total capacity

of the basin is approximately 1.8 million acre feet of water(EVMWD,1984a,p.
F-6-8).

Because of the nature of ground water,not all ofitcan be extracted.

Agencies calculate a potential yield based on the amount of water and the type
of rock present. For the Elsinore Valley alluvial deposits the extraction
percentage is 12%. For the underlying Pauba formation yield is estimated at

8%(EVMWD,1984a,pp.F-9,10). It should be noted that all of the above
figuresfor ground water basin size and yield are calculated estimates.
Different agencies have calculated differing figures. For instance the Elsinore
Valley Municipal Water EHstrict estimates the total ground water at 2.2 million
acre feet,and the yields atleast10% higher than state estimates(EVMWD,

1984a,p. F-10). In addition to ground water,surface water is the other aspect
of the hydrology picture.

As mentioned,the lake itself is shallow and tibie depth is highly variable.

By federal standards,much of the southeast basin and surrounding regions
qualify as wetlands(California Department of Fish and Game,1988). By
international standards,much more would qualify. In 1971,at the city of
Ramsar in Iran,an international convention on wetlands was held. As its
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definition the convention holds as a "wetland"any area where the water depth

does not exceed 20feet(Dugan,1993,p. 12). By this broader international
definition,most of Lake Elsinore,and all of it at times,would be classified as a

wetland. Wetlands,unfortunately,often sufferfrom particular water quality
problems that deeper bodies of water do notface.

One of the problems is the high temperature of the lake water. The
shallow nature of the lake also meansthatnot only is there little thermal
differentiation even when the lake reaches depths of30feet,but that the

temperatures rise and fall sharply with seasonal air temperature changes.
Temperature of the lake generally varies between 27''C and 10°C(80.6°F and
50°F)(Black & Veatch,1993,p.6). The high water temperature also adds to the
evaporation problem.

Typically> as the level of Lake Elsinore has decreased due to evaporation
the amount of total dissolved solids(TDS)hasincreased. TDS are the total of
all substances dissolved in the water and includes substances such as calcium,

magnesium,sodium chloride,and other naturally occurring elements and

compounds. Evaporation leaves those substances behind in a decreased
volume of water thereby increasing the TDS. A three year study conducted by
the Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority(SAWPA)for the Elsinore Valley

Municipal Water District(EVMWD)showed the TDS ranged between
lOOOmg/liter(1000 milligrams per liter)and 5500mg/liter. Levels above

2000mg/liter are considered excessive. During periods of rain,when water is
released into Lake Elsinore from Canyon Lake,the levels of TDS decrease

sharply. Levels can be reduced to a quarter of their previous measurements
following heavy inflow(Black & Veatch,1993,pp.6,7).
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pH is another aspect of water quality. pH is a measure of the acidity or
alkalinity(basicity)of a substance. Valuesrangefrom 0to 14. Valuesless than
7indicate increasing acidity as they approach 0. Values greater than 7indicate
increasing alkalinity as they approach 14. The scale is logarithmic. Seven is
neutral,neither acid nor alkaline. For a healthy lake,pH levels should be
betv een 6.5 and 8.5. Except at times of heavy inflow,when pH levels declined

slightly for short periods of time,the pH level of Lake Elsinore ranged between
9 and 10. Thislevel of alkalinity is very high for a naturallake and due

primarily to the alkalinity ofthe dissolved solids and soil(Black & Veatch,
1993,p.7).

The water quality study also examined the level of toxic metals within
both the lake water and the bottom sediments. The ten toxic metals tested for

in the study were barium,cadmium,chromium,cobalt,copper,lead,mercury,
selenium,silver,and zinc. Water was also checked for the presence of arsenic,

hydrocarbons,boron,grease,and oil. Copper wasthe only metal detected that
on average exceeded the water quality criteria of 17pg/L(micrograms per

liter) The copper may be naturally occurring. Toluene was the only

hydrocarbon detected and atlevels of 7pg/L. In the bottom sedimentsamples,
barium and zinc were detected in the highest concentrations,butno metal
concentrations were considered excessive in the sediments(Black & Veatch,

1993,pp.10,13).

In total,the report concluded that Lake Elsinore's water quality was

"highly variable." Algae levels,TDS,un-ionized ammonia levels,pH,and
nitrogen levels all exceed water quality objectives. Total dissolved oxygenis
less than ideal and also falls short of the standards(Black & Veatch,1993,pp.
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14-16). In terms of groimd water.Lake Elsinore's reserves are substantial and
of high quality.
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BIOLOGY

There are a number of different environments to be considered when

discussing the biology of Lake Elsinore. There is the life in the lake water itself.
There is the life of the federally recognized wetlands areas at thelake edge,

particularly atthe southern end. There is the life found on the lake surface.
Lastly,there is the life thatsurrounds the lake region.
The lake itself is a highly complex ecosystem. As mentioned before.
Lake Elsinore is a natural lake fed primarily by the San Jacinto River and the
watershed that drains into it. The topography of the Elsinore basin is very

gentle with the result that Lake Elsinore is a large,shallow body of water. The
shallow nature means that the water temperature rises quickly when days are
warm,even in winter(Black & Veatch,1993,p.6). Asthe water warms,algae

growth begins to accelerate(Black & Veatch,1993,p. 11). Growth is
exacerbated by high levels of nitrogen and phosphorous in the water Which
acts like fertilizer on a lawn(Black & Veatch,1993,p.8). In addition,warm
water isless able to hold dissolved oxygen(DO)and biochemical oxygen
demand(BOD)increases with water temperature. The result is thatjust when

the organismsin the water need more oxygen,the water has less of it.

There are two chemical reactions that take place in plants that are
notable. The light reaction of photosynthesis takes sunlight and carbon
dioxide,and gives plant sugars and oxygen as products. The dark reaction
doesjust the opposite/using up available oxygen. Rapidly growing plant cells
tend to use more oxygen than they produce. When algal growth is intensive,

called an algae blooni,dissolved oxygen(DO)presentin the water is rapidly
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depleted. When DOlevels are reduced the algae itself begins to die(Black &
Veatch,1993,p.6). Asthe algae dies decomposition pulls the remaining

oxygenfrom the water leading tofish die offs thatcan weigh in the thousands
of pounds(California Department ofParks and Recreation,1989). The
combination of decaying algae and deadfish can promote a powerful stench.
The dead fish also attract himdreds of millions of flies, which from a human

point of view is imappealing.
DOlevelsin Lake Elsinore fluctuate widely from Omg/L to 20mg/L

depending on the water temperature and subsequently the algae
concentrations. Poor circulation in the lake tends to leave higher DO

concentrations at the surface and DO levels near Omg/L at the bottom(Black &
Veatch,1993,p.6).

Algae growth requires notonly oxygen,but phosphorous and nitrogen
as well. The types of phosphorous that plants can use are called
orthophosphates. The types of nitrogen that can be used are ammonia,nitrate
and nitrite. When algae growth is intense,nitrogen and phosphorous may be

depleted from the water column,butreturned upon decomposition(Black &
Veatch,1993,pp.8,9). Additionally/when phosphorous and nitrogen levels
are low,they act as limiting agentsfor the growth of the algae.

Incoming water from tiie San Jacinto River contains high levels of both
orthophosphates and nitrates whichload Lake Elsinore and promotes

continued algal growth(Black & Veatch,1993,p. 11). The source of the
orthophosphates and nitratesis not completely clear,but probably comes as
runofffrom the surrounding upstream watershed which is heavily farmed.
Fertilizers used to increase crop yields are drained into the San Jacinto River
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during rains which,when they reach Lake Elsinore, fertilize the algal growth.
Actual orthophosphate levelsin the incoming water were around

0.5mg/L(milligrams per liter)for nearly all samples. Actual nitrate levels
from the San Jacinto inflow were around 0.59mg/L but did range as high as
1.0mg/L(Black & Veatch,1993,p. 12).

Other than the algae the lake waters do notsupporta plant population,

except at the edges and in the shallow wetland regions. Truly aquatic,large
plants(macrophytes)are not present(Black & Veatch,1993,p.5). Of algae.
Lake Elsinore has many different types. It has the highest concentration of

types referred to as"polluted water algae,""taste and odor algae,""reservoir
algae,"and "filter clogging algae." Lake Elsinore also contains a substantial
quantity and variety of blue-green algae(Associated Laboratories,1993,pp.1,

2). (For a complete list of algae species see Appendix F.) Bacterial organisms
thrive as well in the warm lake waters.

,

The Riverside County Departmentof Environmental Health(RGDEH)is
the agency charged with supervising tine water quality of Lake Elsinore. The
RCDEH is concerned with maintaining water that will notcause illness in

peop le who use itfor recreation. Swimmers,water skiers,and fisherpeople

may come into "full body contact" with thelake water(Environmental
Protection Agency,1986,p. 7). The Federal government has setstandards
through the EPA(Environmental Protection Agency)for how clean water must
be for recreational use(Environmental Protection Agency,1986,p.3).
Bacteria in water can cause diarrhea,stomach cramps,headaches,

vomiting and more serious diseases like hepatitis(EnvironmentalProtection

Agency,1986,p. 7). Each of these diseases can be caused by different bacteria.
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A federal governmentsponsored study discovered thatfecal coliform
bacteria are primarily the type that endanger people. Fecal coliform bacteria
are found in sewage,or in some varieties,in the human intestine. The presence
of Escheria coli(E.coli)in fresh water in quantities greater than 126/100 mL

(126 bacteria per 100 milliliters of water)indicates that the water is potentially
dangerous to most of the people who come in "full body contact" with it.
Enterococci in concentrations above 33/lOOmL is another indicator of

dangerous waters. E.coli cannotbe used to indicate the safety of salt waters,
butenterococci can. Which organism is used as an indicator is up to the

agency doing the testing(EPA,1986,p.8). The RCDEH uses E.coli levels and
also tests for total fecal coliform levels(RCDEH,1981-1993).

According to the water standards setby the federal governmentfor
recreational use, 8illnesses per 1000 people is an acceptable level. Also
according to federal standards,statistically significant illnesses do not occur
untilthe fecal coliform levelexceeds400/lOOmL(EPA,1986,p.6). AtLake
Elsinore between 3and 18 locations are tested monthly for E. coli levels.

Though most of the time most of the E.coli counts are within safe levels,
sometimes the individual locations vary from less than 3/lOOmL to greater

than 2400/100mL in water samples collected on a single day. When collecting

samples,the biologist mustbe sure that the vials are iced for shipment to an

outside lab for analysis(RCDEH,1981-1993). (For complete graphs of bacterial
samplesfrom 1981 to 1993,see Appendix D.)
The federal manual regarding recreational water suggests that

frequency of usage,type of usage,and consistency of data should be mitigating

factorsin deciding whether or notbeach facilities should be left open or closed.
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E.coli levels of 126/lOOmL arejust guidelines and many other factors are
involved(EPA,1986,p.9).

Heavy rains or flood conditions stress the abilities of the sewage
treatmentfacilities sometimes resulting in the release of untreated waste into
the lake. This increases the fecal coliform bacteria levels and decreases the

safety and quality of thelake water. For example,on June 14,1983a break in a
sewage line closed thelake to recreational activities,including fishing

(California DepartmentofParks and Recreation,1983)(RCDEH,1983).
The lake's gamefish are the responsibility of the California Department
of Fish and Game(CDF&G). Due to the lake's relatively warm waters(50-80°F)

only warm water gamefish are suited. No native speciesexist in the lake
because it dries up periodically(Guisti,1994). The lake supports a tremendous

tonnage offish which is problematic when the algae blooms and the available
oxygen is depleted. The result isfish die offs. Major fish die offs have
occurred in 1933,1936,1940,1948,1966,1972,1976,1977and 1989(Jones,1988).

Warm water,low lake level,high nutrient content,and algae blooms are

conditions optimalfor fish die offs. In 1972justthose conditions killed over

800 tons(1.8 million pounds)offish,the largestfish kill ever recorded at Lake
Elsinore(Jones,1988). This tonnage may represent the total biotic potential of
Lake Elsinore,since exceptin these extreme conditions,the total tonnage of
fish in a body of water tends to remain nearly constant(State of California,
1968,p.32).

The type,size,age,and total numbers offish in the lake are estimated by
the CDF&G by a technique called electrofishing. A boatequipped with a
generator is taken out onto the lake. Electrodes are dropped into the water at
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various depths and at variouslocations and an electric shock is emitted into the
water stunning the fish and causing them to float to the surface. The fish are
measured,weighed,coimted,tallied and keptin a livewell. Electrofishing is
not possible when the water is highly conductive,since the shock becomestoo
diffuse to stun the fish(CDF&G,1993). Electrofishing on June 10,1990 yielded
only carp(Guisti,1994). However,the latest electrofishing survey on
September 15,1993 yielded seven different species of fish: black bullhead,black
crappie,bluegUl,green simfish,large mouth bass,threadfin shad,and yellow
bullhead. Average lengths were 14.4cm,15.0cm,6.9cm,7.7cm,18.7cm,9.9cm,

and 12.4cm,respectively. The mostcommon fish in tiie lake waslarge mouth

bass,making up almost half of the fish survey. Bluegill made up over a
quarter of the survey. Each of the rest were less than 10%(CDF&G,1993).

Both the bass and the bluegill are Considered "desirable gamefish"(State
of California,1968,pp.6,11). The green sunfish are the least desirable of the
gamefish in the lake because of tiieir tendency to remain smalleven under
ideal conditions (State of California,1968,p. 13). Bass are only predatory,
whereas bluegill eat both plants and animals (State of California,1968,pp.6,

11). Threadfin shad are primarily fed on by the bass and provide a link in the

food chain from the algae to the carnivores. In 1885 bluegill were first
introduced into the lake,but did not survive(State of California,1968,p. 11).

Lake Elsinore waslast stocked in 1992by the CDF&G(Guisti,1994).
The length and Weight of a fish,though important to fisherpeople,does
notindicate the age of a fish,because size can be greatly affected by water
quality,fish density,food availability,and the length of time thatthe water is

warm enough for fish growth(State of California,1968,p.34). Under the
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microscope,fish scales exhibit growth bands similar to the rings in the cross
section or coring of a tree. Each dark band on the scale indicates the end of one
season of growth(State of California,1968,pp.34,35).

Wetlands are protected by the federal government through the
EnvironmentalProtection Agency(EPA)under the National Wetland Policy.

Basically,it attempts to preserve wetlands on an"acre for acre" basis,meaning
that where wetlands are destroyed,they mustbe replaced with replanted
wetlands of equal acreage(Dugan,1993,p. 70). Wetland protection is

particularly importantin California which atone time had the largest acreage
of wetlandsin the nation. Presently,about2% of the total remains(Dugan,

1993,pp.45,46). Wetlands serve a number offunctions beneficial to humans,
butonly recently widely understood. Wetlands purify water,clean out
contaminants,recharge ground water supplies,serve as nurseries for fish,and
breeding and nesting areas for waterfowl(Dugan,1993,pp.22,23).
"Wetland"is a catch-all term for more than 50 different habitats ranging

from those permanently covered with water to those only wet beneath the

surface(Dugan,1993,p.12). The Lake Elsinore basin hasfive different wetland
classifications according to a 1991 report prepared for the City of Lake Elsinore
(Swcetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,pp.15-21). All five are considered

"sensitive" by the California Department of Fish and Game and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service(USF&WS). They are:
• Alkali marsh
• Freshwater marsh

• Southern willow scrub

• Southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest
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• Non-native tamarisk

In addition to the wetlandsfound around the lake edge,over 300 acres
of wetland exist behind the levee builtin 1990(LEMA,1992). Within those

wetlands 100 acres ofislands were built to provide wildlife habitat and nesting

areas. The wetlands will be planted by the City of Lake Elsinore as part ofits
agreement with the USF&WS and CDF&G(CDF&G,1988). In addition,a
conduit was added through the levee to facilitate the passage offish from the
wetlands(where many breed)to the lake proper.

The alkali marsh wetland isfoimd along the lake shore line. Plant

species here are salt grass,sedge,Mexican rush,frankenia,marshfleabane,
Russian thistle and tamarisk. Russian thistle and tamarisk are non-native

species(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. 19).
Thefreshwater marsh wetland isfound on5.5 private acres toward the
southern end of the lake. Cattails are the dominant plant species there. This

marsh is permanently flooded(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,pp.
19,20).

The southern willow scrub is a transitory wetland is dominated by
willow and tamarisk and found on the west and southwest sides of the lake. It

covers about 100 acres(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. 20).

The southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest covers44 acres. This is
a streamside wetland foimd along the lake inlet. Cottonwood,willow,and

eucalyptus trees thrive there. Bulrush and grasses are found beneath the forest
canopy(Sweetv^ater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.21)..
The non-native tamarisk wetland area isfound at the north and south

ends of the lake. The tamarisk is nota native plant and has replaced the native
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wetland species atthese two locations(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,
1991,p. 22).

Within those marsh areas the following "sensitive"bird species have
been observed(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. 16).
• Golden eagle

• Cooper's hawk
• Northern harrier

• White pelican

• Black crowned night heron
• Greategret
• Yellow warbler

Golden eagles are predatory,feeding on small mammals and birds.
They are notstrong fliers and generally rely on stealth. They are about39

inches long. They are a type of booted eagle so called because of the thick tufts
offeathers thatextend down the legs(Perrins,1990,p. 104). Pairs of these have
been sighted on Rome Hill(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.32).

Cooper's hawks are also active hunters,though only about half the size
of a golden eagle. The female is larger than the male. They prefer to remain
hidden in cover when possible(Perrins,1990,p.97). Those foimd in Elsinore

are probably transitory migrants(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,
p.32).

Northern harriers are predatory falconiformes about the size of the
Cooper's hawk. They huntfor small mammalsin a low skimming flight
pattern(Perrins,1990,p.93). Thosefound in Elsinore,like the Cooper's hawk,
are probably migrants(Sweetwater Envirorrmental Biologists,1991,p.32).
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American white pelicans are typically fish feeders and travel in flocks.

They prefer to build their nests on the ground,unlike the falconiformes above.
Juvenile birds are brown in color. Size is about 70 inches long(Perrins,1990,p.

60). Groups of 30 or more winter in Elsinore on the lake(Sweetwater
Environmental Biologists,1991,p.33).

The black crowned night heron is a night bird feeding on toads,frogs,
and small fish. They nestcolonially in trees. Size is about 25inches(Perrins,

1990,p.69). Those at Lake Elsinore probably have nests at the southeastern
woodlands(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.33).

Greategrets and snowy egrets arefrom 25to40inches tall. They are
territorial within communities. They build nests in low trees(Perrins,1990,p.

68). Snowy egrets may be seen feeding by the thousands along the lake
marshlands or the openfields aroimd town. Hundredsfeed at the Elsinore
Middle School athletic field in the late afternoon.

The yellow warbler is an insect eater that prefers to nest and live in

foliage. They are small,only about5inches long. There are a variety of
subspecies that differ in plumagecoloration and in song(Perrins,1990,p.328).
Interestingly,the way that biologists searched for the presence of the yellow
warbler,and other songbirdsin Lake Elsinore,wasto walk through suitable
habitat while the species call was played through a tape recorder. If present,
the songbirds will respond vocally and come within visual observation range.

Species such as Bell's least vireo,a "sensitive"species,were searched for,but
never found on either Rome Hill or the lake edge area that provides suitable
habitat(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.8).

Golden eagles.Cooper's hawks,northern harriers,yellow warblers.
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black crowned night herons,and white pelicans are all considered "sensitive"
bird species by the CDF«&:G(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.25).
Other "sensitive" wildlife species known to occur in Lake Elsinore are the
California red-legged frog,the Pacific pond turtle,the grabite spiny lizard,the

greenest tiger beetle,the yellow billed cuckoo and the California mastiff bat
(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. 29). The San Diego horned
lizard,found in Lake Elsinore is undergoing a population decline not related to

habitatloss. Some groupsconsider it to be endangered,but the CDF&G lists it
as a species of special concern"(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.
6). (A complete list of flora and fauna found in the Elsinore lake area is in
Appendix E.)

Lake Elsinore provides extensive supportfor avian wildlife,especially

for migratory birdsfor whom wintering groimds are disappearing. The lake
itself supports a substantial fish population,butfew plants other than various
species of algae. The wetland areas,including those replanted,provide fish
breeding habitat and support Varied marsh plants. Asfar as bacteria,safe
bacterial levels are often exceeded for a single sample,but rarely do the levels
of a significant number of the samples warrantconcern.
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HUMAN USE AND IMPACT

Though Lake Elsinore has probably had more impact over the years on
its citizens - through its flood-then-dry personality - than the other way
around,human impactis certainly significant,especially in recent years. As a
town,Elsinore wasfounded in 1883 and incorporated in 1888(Bad spot,1993;

City of Lake Elsinore,1993). Early agriculture was extensive,and as early as
1886,the local paper speculated aboutclimate changes. An editorial suggested

that Jrie climate of the Great Plains had been radically altered from nearly dry
to presently suffering from the "terrible plight of unrelenting storms"because

of the prevalence of agriculture(Elsinore Valley News,1886a). The editorial
wondered if the same fate might be in store for Elsinore,once the valley began
to grow.

Other early articles speculated and reported the impact of humans. The
August 12th,1885 Elsinore Valley Newsreported thisfrom the Valley Echo:
So man}/deer have been slain in the valley during the present
summer that it isfeared that the next crop will be very light.
The quote was presented somewhatin mockery and received the
response,"there is no danger." The same issue reported that:
• Waterfoxvl are coming on the lake in large numbers. They
are more than a month early.
• Quail are an intolerable nuisance here. (The inference here
rvas that hunting limits by the government were preventmg
the nuisancefrom being addressed).
• Deuntt Smith saw three realgrey wolves betiveen the lake
and the mountains.

The March31,1886 issue gave this rather concise listing of wildlife in
Elsinore.

On thelake isfound countless numbers ofduck,geese,
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swan,pelican,curlew,etc.;on the plains and on the hillsides
such as quailshooting that wefrequently read about,hut
seldomfind;in the mountains arefound deer, mountain goats,
sheep,red,grey,and silverfoxes,coyotes,grey wolves,wild
cats, brown cinnamon,and grizzly bears,and the California
lion.

It also gave a rather telling account of whatthe value was of some
wildlife.

Peter Fugsang shotand killedfour large pelican[si^ at one
discharge ofhisgun and onegotaway that he did notget.
They weighed in the neighborhood of17lbs each,afine lot of
meat,ifonlygoodfor anything.

The human impactcannot be denied when looking back at the numbers
and variety of wildlife thatinhabited the Elsinore Valley. Many of the species

listed in 1886 can no longer befound in the valley or even in California
(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. B-1). Many others are
threatened or endangered(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. 25).
The lake itself,however,still serves as a wintering groundsfor tremendous

numbers of bird species(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p. 23).
The impact on the surroimding valley could,however,have been much
greater. The reason thatit has not lies in the fact that Elsinore still has a small
population. The 1990 figures put the population in Lake Elsinore at
approximately 24,000(Southern California Association of Governments,1990).

For ivildlife and habitatimpacts,increasing population means increasing

stresses on wildlife. Lake Elsinore has grown slowly,and even declined in

population at times. Estimates are,however,that by the year 2010 population
will be 70,500,nearly three times the present(Southern California Association
of Governments,1990). Such growth willfurther impact the species that make

the lake home. Besides this future impact,previous human events have
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already affected the lake.

In 1928,Railroad Canyon Dam wasbuilt several miles upstream of
where the San Jacinto River entered Lake Elsinore. The project had been a
source of contention between Lake Elsinore land owners and the Temescal

Water Company(TWC)which sponsored the project. Litigation was resolved
with the signing of the Tilley Agreement on October 29,1927. The agreement

specified how much water TWC wasallowed to retain based on water
elevations in Lake Elsinore. In addition,it gave the Elsinore the right to store
3,000 acre feet of water behind the dam(EVMWL),1984a,pp.35-37,2-2).

In 1955,when the lake had dried up,a newspaper article in the Lake

Elsinore Valley Sun pointed outthatlake levels declined drastically after the
dam was built(Water for,1955). Indeed,from the time the dam wascompleted

the lake level began a steady decline that wasthe most dramatic in the century
to date(EVMWD,1984a,p.4). Looking at both earlier and later records,

however,it is apparent that the lake,due to its high surface area and low

volume,had always suffered wild fluctuations.Infact,in this century,inflow
has exceeded the rate of evaporation only 13times(LEMA,1992). Whatwas

probably altered permanently,though,was the water quality of the lake. With
decreased inflow came decreased outflow. Most water began leaving Lake

Elsinore through evaporation and not the Temescal Wash. This could result in
increased alkalinity,salinity and concentrations of all dissolved solids.
In 1951 the lake dried up completely. Exceptfor 1953,when three feet of
water remained in itfor the entire year,it dried up each and every summer

until 1965. For 1960 through 1963it had no water in it during any part of the

year(EVMWD,1984a,p.33). Economically devastated,the city sought
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solutions. One was to work towards giving the lake to the state in hopes that

the state would pay to refill it and maintain it,something the city could no

longer afford to do. In 1957the Califorrua Department of Parks and Recreation
purchased 2,900 acres of the lake bed(Many worked,1962).
A second solution involved sinking high capacity wells into the lake
bottom(Atherton,1973;Drilling of wells,1959). A group called Water for Lake

Elsinore raised money to higher a water diviner named Verne Cameron and to

pay for wells to be drilled. In 1959 the wells struck water(Drilling of wells,
1959). The state also drilled three wells capable of pumping 7,200 acre feet per

year(EVMWD,1984a,p. 22). They belonged to the CDP&R until July 1,1994
(Lake transfer,1993;Staff,1992). The deptii of the wells is tremendous;around
1,600feet(EVMWD,1984a,43). They were capped in 1969(Wells capped,

1972). Currently they are being refurbished but are unneeded(City will drain,
1993;Lake Elsinore as major,1993). During the floods of 1980,the wells were
submerged.

A third solution was to purchase water from the Metropolitan Water

District. This wasfinally done on February 1,1964 when 30,000 acre feet of

purchased water begin running into Lake Elsinore(Lake Elsinore filling,1964).
Left to nature it would not have beai.filled until 1969(EVMWD,1984a,p.33).

The lake's importance to the town was,and still is,substantial.

Currently it is estimated that nearly 20 million dollars annually is brought to
the city by the presence of a usable lake(LEMA,1992). When the lake was dry
in the 1950s,property values plummeted,and the city's population dropped to

2,500(Drilling of wells,1959).
The CDP&R operated two state park areas with records keptfrom July
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1,1979 to July 1,1993. The parks were available for boatlaunches,picnicking,
swimming,fishing and camping and charged fees. The attendance records

(graphed in Appendix C)show thatthe July attendance ranged from as high as
79,620 people for 1986 to aslow as 1,218 people in 1980. For all years the
average for July,the highest attended month,was almost 28,000 people. The
attendance records match up expectantly with the lake surface elevations. The

lake level reached a high in 1983and dropped steadily until 1991. The
attendance recordslow in 1981 due to flooding,reached 35,000 for July of 1982,

when depth was about30feet. By 1990 when the maximum depth was about
six feet,attendance for July was only a little over 6,000 people. When the lake
floods,attendance drops. When the lake level drops,and water quality suffers,

attendance also drops(California Department of Parks and Recreation,
1979-1993;RCDEH,1981-1993). The economic base of Elsinore is the lake and
that economic base is maximized when the level is stabilized(EVMWD,1984a,

p.6-1).
Stabilization was first mentioned on Jime 23,1886(Elsinore Valley

News). It was mentioned again in 1916(Tecca,1993,p.18). In 1974 Plan C was
mailed to all the residents of Lake Elsinore(Plan for,1974). Plan Cinvolved

diking the lake to reduce its surface area and thus reduce water loss due to
evaporation,dredging the bottom and sides to make it deeper,and

consuucting a holding pond. The entire plan was estimated to cost 12 million
dollars(Plan C,1974). Plan C was never implemented. The idea itself,

however,never evaporated,nor the promises that it held. A stabilized lake
meant noflooding or drying up. It meanta consistentedge around which
restaurants,marinas,hotels,and businesses could spring up. It meant a
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consistent source ofincome for a boom and bustcity(Lake transfer,1993).

In 1984 began the largest projectever undertaken on Lake Elsinore. The
EVMWD applied to the federal Bureau of Reclamation for a grant and loan

package toimplementthe Lake Elsinore ManagementProject(LEMP). Under
the Small Reclamation Projects Act,the grant and loan package was offered for
a maximum of 40 million dollars(EVMWD,1984a,p.4-12). The original

application spanned nearly400 pages and the addendum thatfollowed several
months later was another 200 pages. It was a logical extension of the original

Plan C proposal10 years earlier. Three basic projects were proposed in the
LENT, A main levee 17,500feetlong was to be constructed to cut the size of

the lake nearly in half,from 6,200 acres(at that time)to 3,270 acres(Why is
EVMWD,1991). The San Jacinto watercourse wasto be changed,the inlet

graded and lined with rip rap(rock). The outlet was to be lowered from its

present1260feet elevation to 1255feetelevation by the Army Corps of
Engineers(EVMWD,1984a,p.4-12). Assoon as the Corps was done,the
Riverside County Flood Control District would come in and lower the
elevation to 1252feet. The lowering of the inlet was to control the flooding of
the lake(Bids will be taken,1993). The ultimate goal of the project was to

stabilize the lake atapproximately elevation 1240 feet,leaving the lake never
any less than 17feet deep(Construction oflevee,1993).

By cutting down on evaporation,drilling three new wells at the
southeastend of the lake;refitting the existing wells,and using reclaimed

waste water,the project hoped to be able to keep a minimum level of water in
Lake Elsinore(EVMWD,1984a,p.1-6). Eventually the project would be put
under the control of the Lake Elsinore Management Authority(LEMA)with
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the city,EVMWD,CDP&R,the redevelopment agency,the county of Riverside
and the Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority(SAWPA)as co-signersin a

joint powers agreement(New agency to,1988).

An early hitch was the original terms of the federal grant. Ithad to be

for reclaiming land for agricultural use and could notbe for flood control

purposes(EVMWD,1984b,p.22). To thatend,the eventualaddendum to the
original application became a bit of a farce. Originally,the loan calculated
benefits to agriculture as3% of the project and flood control benefits as39%

(EVMWD,1984a,p.4-23). After criticism,theEVMWD purchased the
Temescal Water Company,which served more agriculturallands,and
recalculated their benefits. Under the new calculations,agriculture benefits

were 21% of the project and flood control aspects only 7%(EVMWD,1984b,p.
45-49). In addition,keeping water in Lake Elsinore had always been a

problem,theidea thatthe stabilized lake could provide more water for
agriculture was hard tobelieve,especially since calculations by the EVMWD
showed that agricultural use was declining in the area,notincreasing
(EVMWD,1984a,4-11).
There were other concerns as well. Concerns that EVMWD would not

be able to repay the loan;that costs would exceed40 million;that construction
of the inlets and outlets were poorly designed,that there were errors and

omissiojis in the original application and many other minor and varied

criticisms(EVMWD,1984b,pp.11-21). In the end they were addressed well
enough that the federal governmentsponsored 26 million dollars of the project
in loans and grants. EVMWD agreed to repay the grants over 40 years,but
interestfree. The loans were signed at 10''^®% interest(Lake Elsinore
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ManagementPlan,1989,p.11)
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service(USF&WS),one of many agencies

contacted for the project,initially called it"an imacceptable loss of habitat
valuesfor public fish and wildlife resources"(USF&WS,1984). They made

many recommendations,mostabout preserving wetland habitat. One of the
major concerns was about disturbing species of birds in the Temescal Wash
area during construction of the outlet channel(Fish,game meet,1989),many of
them classified as"sensitive," others like the least Bell's vireo as"endangered."

The CDF&G made a number of specific recommendations about the same
issues. They were(EVMWD,1984a,pp.27,28):

• Replacement of wetlands on an"acre by acre basis."
• "Viable connection between lake and wetland" with a maximum

velocity of onefoot per second.
• Maintenance of the wetlands at 1240 feet surface elevation.

• One hundred percent revegetation withinfive years.

• Wetlands to only be used for "passive recreation."
• Maintenance of DO levels at leastfive parts per million.
• Minimal disturbance during construction.

New wells were drilled 1988. The main levee begun in June 1989 was

completed in March of 1990(Lake Elsinore audit,1991). The inlet and the old
wells were rehabilitated from February 1990 to March 1991. The outlet was

begun in December of 1993and expected to be done by early 1995(LEMA,
1992;Otway,1991).

Features of the final design include a meandering levee 30feet high with

rip rap sides,an overflow weir at the north end of the levee to spill flood
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waters into the back flood plain,a fish breeding habitatjust behind the island

wells,and redesigned bridges over the outlet channel. Wetlandsfeatures
include 330 acres;100 acres of islands,200 acres of submerged wetland,30

acres of buffer zone and 2wells drilled to provide waterfor the wetlands area.

Strangely enough,used tractor tires were tied together to create an artificial
reeffor the wetlands area. Mostbroke free and went bobbing aroimd the lake

after the heavy rains of 1993causing numerous reports of alligators(Loux,
1993). Seventy five acres of the islands will be planted with black willows,
cottonwoods and other native plants while 25% will be left unplanted. The

area may be fenced to prevent human intervention. Aeration equipment will

be provided to meet the standards(LEMA,1992;EVMWD,1984a,pp.27,28).
In the wake of this massive project,flie city still faces problems with the

lake itself. Algae growth is a continual problem exacerbated by nutrient

run-offfrom upstream farmland. Two solutions to this have been attempted in
the past. Thelake has been treated by sprajdng copper sulfate Which kills the

algae,but also the fish(Jones,1989). In 1992,the city first tried a bacterial

solution called Aqua-treat along the lake shore(Lake shore sprayed,1992). The
bacteria eat the algae and produce oxygen in the process(Lake update,1993).
On June 30th,1993,36,000 poimds of bacteria were released into the lake with
the promise thatit would be a permanentsolution(Banks,1993b).
Retreatments later proved necessary. Both solutions cost nearly the same,
about $350,000(Banks,1993a).

The DO problem was first addressed in 1992. An aeration system at a

cost of $117,000 per season was set up and tested. Unfortimately the results
were less than hoped(Maxwell,1992)
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The fish die off problem would be solved if the aeration and algae

problems could be solved,but unfortunately they have not. The CDF&G gets
the brunt of the complaints ^nd is responsible for most of the clean up when
fish kills occur. They have tried several solutionsin the past,none with

complete success. One program,when it appeared fish kills were imminent,
was to allow "no limit,""no license"fishing for the balance of the calendar year.

Another option tried was commercialfishing of the lake. In 1977,120 tons of
fish were harvested. In 1989,another problem year,commercial carp fishing

seemed the perfect solution(Jones,1989). Unfortimately it never materialized,
despite the intense interest of one company(Guisti,1994).
Besides completion of the current Lake Elsinore ManagementProject,
the future holds huge plansfor the lake as well. The city has begun,butnot

adopted,the Lake Edge Specific Plan,a regulatory documentto guide
development around the city owned lake perimeter. The 1994 draft proposal
explains that it is"intended to guide future development,not propose future
development by the city." Still,itis a massive plan,affecting 1,600 acres oflake

edge. If completed and adopted it would guide the architecture and style of
city parks,marinas,wharfs,restaurants,and businesses within the lake edge
area(City of Lake Elsinore,1994,p. 1). The architecture in the draft is given as
"1920's Southern California lakefront resort style"(City of Lake Elsinore,1994,
p.in-3).

A minor league baseball park wascompleted in the spring of 1994(Staff,
1993). A seaport marina,with 322boat slips,a boat hoist,marine retail stores,
and concessions stands isin the planning stages(Seaport marina,1993). A
recreational island marine complex with 201 boatslips,boat hoist,fuel dock.
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youth and group facilities,swim lagoon,ski beach take off area,restaurant and
hotel is also in blueprintform(Recreational island,1993). For the flood plain
area a massive preplanned community,Eastlake,is also in planning stages
(Eastlake Community Builders,1992).

If all of these projects are completed it would mean the mostintensive

human impact on the lake in its entire history. Already,the changesin the last
ten years have wroughtimprecedented environmental and ecologicalimpacts,
some of which may not beimdone. A biological survey for the Lake Edge

Specific Plan could find no trace of the endangered bird Bell's least vireo
(Sweetwater Environmental Biologists,1991,p.13). Federal changes are

underway to change wetland classifications(Dugan,1993,p.70),which may
remove any part of Lake Elsinore from the wetlands definition,rendering
development,and thus environmentalchangeseven to the guaranteed
wetlands area,inevitable. In thatsense the final chapter of this project will
remain forever unfinished.

In the following section,thelake education curriculum can be found. It

represents the culmination of this project and the meansto convey the research
information tojunior high students. It is in this that the three-part project

comes together. Prior knowledge and attitudes were assessed with the lake

opinion survey. Accurate and extensive information about Lake Elsinore was
gleaned from primary and secondary sources and presented in the background
research section. Based on both of the first two sections,appropriate

curriculum was designed. It is hoped that the complete Lake Education Project

will enable students to experience first-hand the outdoor beauty and ecological
struggle that surroimds them.
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APPENDIX A

LAKE EDUCATION PROJECT CURRICULUM
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USING THE LAKE EDUCATION MATERIALS

The Lake Education Project is divided into several parts. The first part is

the summary of the lake opinion survey. This isintended to give general
information aboutcommunity perceptions of Lake Elsinore and guide the
teacher's understanding of the students. Complete survey results are in
Appendix B.

The second part of the projectis a moderately extensive background

report on various aspects of the lake;its history,geology,hydrology,biology,
and human use factors. In order to make the best use of the lake curriculum it

is very importantthat the teacher be familiar with the information and

concepts in this section. Without a thorough xmderstanding of Lake Elsinore,
the lessons will lose their purpose and relevance,undoubtedly serving little

educational purpose. The research presented in this section was notintended
to be exhaustive,but to presentfundamental ideas,relationships, motives,and

knowledge about the lake. Those interested in further information on a given
topic are referred to the source material listed in the References section.
The third part of the projectis the actual Lake Education Project
curricular materials. In aU,18lessons are presented,teaching aspects covered
in the research section. The lessons comprise an approximately five week unit

and are meantto be taughtin order. The unit may be shortened,provided that
introductory and concluding lessons are used. Either shortened or full length,
the teacher will need to make connections between topicsfor the students,and
to have substantial background information on each topic in order to lead
discussions and answer questions.
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The lessons were designed to be simple and effective. To this end each
lesson is constrained to a single page/followed by the appropriate supporting

material. Approximate preparatory and teaching times are indicated,as well

as extra materials required. Many of the lessons take place outdoors,at the
lake itself when possible. Thefollowing suggestions can maximize the outdoor
teaching experience.

• Visit the site ahead of time to identify potential problems and
potential teaching aids.

• Discuss ahead of time appropriate outdoor behavior and the
consequences for failing to behave appropriately.
• Discuss respectfor natural areas and the organisms that live there.

• Identifythe boundaries at the site and any special safety instructions.
• Have a signal thatcan be seen or heard by the entire class.

• Emphasize to students that they will be engaged in serious,scholarly

inquiry and research and tiiatthey will be expected to complete the
tasks assigned.

The Lake Education Project has the general aim of increasing student
awareness,knowledge,and concern for the environmentin which they live.
Lake Elsinore. Each lesson has a specific objective and goal as listed below.

lesson 1 -Positively Beautiful.

Goal- To familiarize students with outdoor lessonsin general
and local outdoor environments.

Objective -Students will be able to identify atleast one outdoor
location that they genuinely appreciate for its inherent beauty.
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Lesson 2- Lake Elsinore: The Game.

Goal-To provide a general overview of Lake Elsinore for the
students and a framework for subsequentlessons.

Objective -Students will be able to relate atleast three locatiorrs
and significant events that occurred there.
Lesson 3- Noteworthy History.
Goal- To familiarize students with the Lake Elsinore area;its past

and present,including human effects.

Objective -Students will take comprehensive notes on at least one

newspaper article and write a newspaper article from
comprehensive notes.
Lesson 4- Historic Moments.

Goal - For students to realize the historical fluctuations in Lake

Elsinore's water level and the relation between water level and

water quality.

Objective -Students wiU identify at whatlevels water quality is

good,at whatlevels bacterialcontamination is a potential

problem,and at whatlevels Total Dissolved Solids are
excessive.

Lesson5- A Day in the Life.

Goal-For students to be aware that Elsinore Valley supported a

native population before the coming of the white man.

Objective -Students will be able to list at least five plants native
to Lake Elsinore and identify how tiae Indians used them.
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Lesson 6- Who's Fault is It?

Goal - Students will become aware that Elsinore is an active fault

valley and that human inhabitants need to plan with thisin
mind

Objective -Students can list atleast three of Elsinore'sfaults and
identify two types of human structures that are in potential
danger.
Lesson 7- Digital Visions.
Goal - For studentsto become aware of the shallow nature of the

Lake Elsinore Valley and how this affects the water flow.
Objective -Students will be able to name the lake inlet,outlet,
and explain how the topography of the valley affects the size
of the lake.

Lesson 8- Lake Water Analysis.
Goal - For students to become aware of what substances are

harmful or beneficial in the lake's water and how to test for
them.

Objective -Students can define and explain dissolved oxygen,
total dissolved solids,pH,nutrient contamination,and heavy
metal toxicity.

Lesson 9- Hydrolife.

Goal- For students to become acquainted with the microlife that
inhabits Lake Elsinore.

Objective -Students will draw and identify atleastfive
microorganismsfrom a sample of Lake Elsinore water.
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Lesson 10- Walking on the Wild Side.
Goal - For students to become familiar with the richness of

animal and plantlife thatsUrround and use the lake.

Objective - Students will observe atleast 25 different bird types,
and identify at least5from their data sheets.
Lesson 11 - Catch of the Day.
Goal - For students to become familiar with the fish that inhabit

Lake Elsinore and the methods used by local agencies to assess
them.

Objective -Students will keep a tally sheet offish caught,and
identify at leastfive fish by species.
Lesson 12-ScMes& Tails.

Goal- For studentsto get a microscopic view offish,and to
become familiar with managementtechniques used by local
agencies.

Objective -Students will make at least one microscopic view of a
fish scale and be able to state the three factors affecting fish
growth.
Lesson 13- Graphic Evidence.
Goal- For students to realize that the presentlake projects are

efforts to control Lake Elsinore's historically varied water level.
Objective -Students will graph the lake levels for either a
computer simulated model,or actual data,and state one goal
of the lake management project.
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Lesson 14 - Book'em,Dano.

Goal- For students to realize how much Lake Elsinore's economy

depends on the lake.

Objective -Students will be able to calculate the ratio of
businesses that directly depend on the lake to businesses that
do not.

Lesson 15- On the Edge.
Goal- For students to become familiar with city zoning and

planning around Lake Elsinore.

Objective -Students wiU be able to state and explain atleastfive
differentzones and correctly place human structures in those
zones.

Lesson 16- Who's Winning?

Goal ^ For students to understand the incredibly complex nature

of lake management and the variety of agencies responsible for
Lake Elsinore.

Objective - Students will be able to state two reasons why
multiple agency responsibility makeslake management
difficult.
Lesson 17- News Hounds.

Goal - For students to become aware of the variety of agencies
involved with the lake,and the basics of primary research
techniques.

Objective -Students will be able to identify the role that their

chosen agency or group playsin the management or use of
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Lake Elsinore.

Lesson 18- How Will You Manage Without Us?
Goal- For studentsto tjhink about the purpose and aim of lake

management and the human and environmental costs
involved.

Objective - Students will write a one to two page paper

intelligently supporting or notsupporting lake management
policies.

For nearly every lesson,reflection on the part of the students,and

teacher,is an important aspectof the whole. The teacher will need to allow
students the freedom to explore the various topics,but also be able to guide
them in appropriate directions.
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Explain to the students that you are going to take them
outside and you want them to do make written observations
and look for toingsthatthey ei^oy.Two rules:
• They may not make any negative, or derogatory

Materials& Preparation

statements eitoer out loud or on paper during this
lessoa

•During the time they are making written observations,
Pencil, paper, and access to several scenic areas on
campus that are as secluded as possible to minimize
distractions. If you wish to use toe lake areas, then field trip
permission forms will be needed.
Students have been bombarded with ecological and
environmental problems that seem insoluble or too numerous
to surmount.
As toe lake survey showed, the negative

feelings they have about their own environment are

or written commentary,they may notspeak at all.
Take toe students out to a scenic area on campus, direct

their attention to toe scene that you wish them to observe.
Give them 4 to 5 minutes to describe the scene. They must
describe it in one or two paragraphs without any personal

commentary (eitoer good or bad). They must describe the
scene as carefully and accurately as possible includiiig what
they see, hear, and smell. Emphasize that they are to write

tremendous. It is true, the lake faces many serious problems.
In the midst of this, however,students and teachersalike often

obj^vedescriptions using all their senses.

overlook the natural beauty we are trying to preserve; natural
beauty that is right around us in many cases. All it takes is a
positive spirit and an observant eye to see what we have been

When time is up,stop the students and explain that now
they are to choose one or more toings toat they like about the
scene. In one or two paragraphs they are to explain what they
like and explain why they like those things. Give the students

missing.

another 4 to 5 minutes to complete this. As time allows,they
may be taken to several scenic areas.
Leave about ten minutes for a positive classroom
discussion at toe end of this lesson. Have students share the

positive things they enjoyed about each of the scenes they
described. Try to bring out detailed observationsand positive
experierxres. Be aware that different times of day at the same
site can bring very different responses. You may want to
collect the observation paragraphs as class assignments.

(D1994 Arthur McMahon
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This lesson is an introductory one to various aspects of
Lake Elsinore's history, present, biology, hydology and
geology. Though disguised in the form ofa game,the purpose
is to get the students to read about, write about, and leam
about Lake Elsinore.

Materials & Preparation
Thefollowing materials will be require for this lesson:
• enough maps of Lake Elsinore for each group of

Divide students into groups of three or four. They will
need to be at a table. Pass out the maps. Explain to the
students that they will need a sheet of paper and a pencil or
pen. Pass out the die, and a complete set of cards face down
on each table.

students.(The Lake Elsinore Chamber of Commerce

will gladly donate them.)
• dice: one die for each group
• for the preparation you will need:
• several hundred hole punches, some from white and

Students will need to use a space marker of some type.

Instruct them to place their cho^ markers at "START."
Explain that they will be attempting to collect five cards each
from a different locations, each with legitimate information
about Lake Elsinore. The first to do so wins the game. Cards
are to be drawn secretly from the stack, with the card number
matching the location number. On their paper, they are to
write down the contents of the card. They should not let
anyone else see the card or what they have written, because
some locations are bogus and have no information. Turns
proceed clockwise with each player being able to move the
number of spaces rolled on the die.

most from another color of paper.
• scissors,glue,index cards.

Copy one of each data sheet for each group. Cutout the
information and glue it to the cards. Make sure that on the
back of each card you write the location and location number.

From here on put, do one map-gameboard at a time.
Once you've finished one, the rest will make more sense and
be easier to do. Glue a white dot at each of the listed locations.

RULES

In the center ofeach dot put the number ofthat location.

• Students may only move one direction per turn and
must move all of the spaces they rolled.
• Students may backtrack on a new turrw but not within

You are creating a board for a board game. Glue one
white dot at the location of your school and label it"START."
All student's markers will begin from here. Now it is up to

a turn.

• It takes an exact roll to land on a numbered space

you to create a game path between start and the locations on

(white dot)and draw a location card.

the rest of the board by connecting them witfi colored dots.
The particular path doesn't matter, nor how many spaces
(colored dots)are between locations. I generally try to follow
the roads, but it is not essential. I also try to have more than
one path to a location. You may put special spacesif you like.

Some confusion may be apparent at first. You may
consider collecting their written work as an assignment,
rewarding students who win, or modifying the rules to fit
your particular situation.

Be as creative as you want.

Be sure to take at least 5-10 minutes after the game to
discuss . A simple way to do this is to call on students at
random and ask them to share one thing that they learned

The map-gameboards are a lot of work, but orKe they're
done, the prep time for this lesson is about 3 minutes. To

protect your work, you should laminate the maps and the
cards.

® 1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

Noteworthy Historyj»
Topic Local Histoi

responses on foe front side of their index card.
Next, pass out assorted new^aper articles to foe
students. Ask them to read or»e article and using their
remaining notecards, take proper notes. This usually takes
twenty to thirty minutes and requires a high degree of

88 BB

PrEP:SO
Lesson: l

monitoring and assistance. Grouping works well as students
who"get it" right away can help those that don't
The third part of foe notetaking activity is foe most
difficult.

Collect foe newspaper articles and the student

notecards. Make sure that students names are on their cards.

Materials & Preparation

Now give the notecards to different students, Explain that
they are reporters and they need to use foe notecards to write
a one page newspaper story without benefit of seeing foe
actual article. This takes about 20-30 minutes.

You will need tfie following materials;
•a class set offoe student harxiout"Notetaking Skills"
• a class set of newspaper articles on the lake. You may

use foe ones includ^,or some of your own. Besure

Be sure to leave time for students to share some of foe

more interesting information foat they read. For discussioa
15-20 minutes is adequate.

that there are at least hve different articles.

•about 100 index cards per class.

cm
Lesson Guide
The lesson will expose foe students to foe local history as

captured in the period newspapers. It will also teach foe
students an extremely valuable research skill that if done
properly can reduce writing time, prevent plagiarism, and
organize foe research paper.

Begin by reading aloud part of one of foe historical
articles. Select an interesting paragraph or two. When you
have read it pass out 3 notecards per student and foe student
handout. Either read it aloud or give the students a few
minutes to read it. Take some time to verbally reinforce the
importance offoe skill they will be learning.
Have foe students take one of their cards. Together have
the students write the bibliographic information from foe

article you just read on foe back of their card. Graphically
display what they are to do on foe board if it is necessary.
Next, from the article section have students orally generate

important pieces of information. Try to elicit a statement of
foe paragraph's main topic. Make sure they write their
© 1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson Guide

Materials& Preparation
The accompanying

graph

shows

minimum

and

maximum lake levels from 1916 to 1980. On it students should

The following materials will be needed for tfiis lesson:
•onecopy of the graphsof lake levels foreach student
Because Lake Elsinore is a shallow drainage basin witfta
very high surface area to volume ratio,evaporation is a major
factor influencing water quality. The lake loses approximately
9000 gallons a minute to evaporation in the hot summer
months; much less in the winter. Because of the shallow

nature of the lake, water depth varies dramatically from year

indicate:

•five times when bacterial levels are likely to be high
•fivetimes when TDS are likely to be high
•five times when water quality is likely to be good.

Once the students have completed that, spend 5-10 minutes
discussing the graph and listening to student responses about
the water quality in different years.

to year depending on the rainfall. With the variance of water
depth comes an equal variance in water quality. As the lake
level decreases, dissolved solids, salts and other contaminants
are left behind. In short, the concentration of TDS (Total
Dissolved Solids)increases as the water level decreases.

Times of heavy rain do nothing to improve the situation.
Heavy rains actually increas the amount ofsome contaminants
in the water by washing them from nearby farmlands and
urban areas. In addition,flood conditions stress the abilities of

the sewage treatment facilities sometimes resulting in
release of untreated waste into the lake. This increases the

fecal coliform bacteria levels and decreases the safety and
quality of the lake water.

1

© 1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

Topic: Lake History
-Native Americans88 88

Prep:

H mui

Lesson: ^
Materials & Preparation
The following materials willbe needed for this lesson:
•a copy of the handoutsfor each student

Qm
Lesson guide
Students will be using the handouts on native plantsand
the handouts on plant lore to determine whatlocal plants were
used for by native Americans.

Students should compare the handouts on local plants to
those used by the Gabrielihos. In this manner, students can
compile a list of plants found in Lake Elsinore and their

medicinal or cultural significance.

Following this, students will be writing a two page
creative story detailing one day in the life of an early Indian.

Students should write in the first person perspective asthough
they were an Indian boy or girl. The stoiy should include
when, where, why and how certain plants are gathered and
explain how they are used.

Once completed, students should gather in groups of
four or five and share their work with one another. Groups
should choose one exemplary story for sharing with theentire
class.

© 1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

'5 y.
Topic

Briefly discuss the geology of Eisinore with the students
when they are done. Allow them to orally reflect on new
information that they learned from this activity. Ask them
what was most interesting. Ask them what some possible
solutions, if any, there are to the threat of potential

CEOtoGY
8888

PREP5q/5 miyi

earthquakes.

Lesson:

Collect the assignments by group since each member will
have done a different part of the city.

Materials & Preparation
For this lesson you will need:
• a copy of the lake edge map and the Eisinore valley
faults for each student.

•a map of Lake Eisinore for each group.

\

2>

Cffl]
Lesson Guide

Students will be working as a team,using the three maps
to identify communities and struchJres that are in the most

serious danger from potential earthquakes along Elsinore's
eight major faultzones.
Students should:

• make a list of structures(bridges, multistory buildings,
roads).
• list their location.

• Explain the particular threat (liquifaction, on a fault,
near a fault - be sure they name which fault-/beneath
Railroad Canyon Dam,ete.).

• Students should divide the city up between the team
members with each keeping track of their own work.
• In addition students should locate the fault nearest to
their home and to their %hool.

©1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson Guide

Lesson:

Materials & Preparation
The following materials are needed for this lesson.
• Vista or Vista Pro and one or more Amiga or IBM
computers.

•landscape disk with Elsinore data.

• Using the pointer have the class discuss the mild
elevation of the Elsinore Valley. Discuss what effect this has
on the lake.

The software program Vista or Vistapro is a terrain
generator that uses U.S. Geological Survey(USGS)data. The
program is available for Amiga computers and for
IBM/compatibles from Virtual Reality Laboratories at
1-800-829-VRLI. The Elsinore data disk is part of a Southern
California set and is "item #AXSC. Cost for the program is
around $70. The data set is $49.99.

• Vista data is "dry," that is no lakes or oceans or rivers
are present, only the land beneath them. Using the "Lake"
function, fill up the lake to different realistic elevations. Let
the students choose the depth. There will be time to do
several. Discuss the size and shape of the lake at different
water depths. Notice at what level water begins to flow out the
Temescal Wash. Point out that most of the time water leaves

The program performs two basic functions. First, it
shows the chosen data in a topographic format Second,the
program will generate first person views based on where the
user sets the"camera,""target," elevation,and light source.
Most of the preparation for this lesson is familiarization
with the program. If you are already familiar with Vista or
VistaPro, preparation is limited to making computers
accessible or visible to the class. One computer for every one
or two students is the ideal, but this lesson can be done with

only one computer provided the entire class can see it. In this
instance, an Amiga, would be easier to use, as it can be
connected directly to one or more large televisions for class
viewing.

>

© 1994 Arthur McMahon

Use the program to lead a discussion. If students have
their own computer station with the program running, that is
best,but not necessary,. The top>ographic viewing mode offers
several points for discussion.

Lake Elsinore by evaporation
• Using the"River" function,add the San Jacinto River in
its correct location. Point out how close it is to the lake outlet

and that even when water is flowing out, the lake water does
not get circulated much. These concepts may even be elicited
from the students themselves with proper guiding questions.
If the computer you are using is fast enough you may
wish to generate several first person views. Experiment ahead
of time to see how detail^ a resolution can be rendered in a

minute or two. Let the students choose a few perspectives for
rendering; perhaps from the top of Rome Hill, or from your
school, or from the middle of the lake. If you can view the
lake from your classroom, you may wish to generate a
computer view from the same location and compare the digital
vision with the real one.

Lake Education Project
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Topic

Hydrology
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Lesson Guide

The following materials will be needed for tfiis lesson:
• samples of water from the lake surface and from near
the bottom, or, if students are going to gather the
samples themselves,field trip permission forms.
•6 large test tubes,3stoppers,test tube rack,waste dish,
dropper, filter paper (#3), funnel, and paper towels
for each lab group of2-3students.
• methylene blue, pH paper or meters, pH scale,

•Students will need to filter diealgae from dieir samples
and separate them into 4 test tubes total. Tubes should
be labelled "Surface" and "Bottom." Into one of each

about 3-4 drops of methylene blue should be added.
Methylene blue becomes colorless as dissolved oxygen
(DO)levels decrease. The faster the color disappears
the lower the IX) levels.

phosphate testing solution, lead testing paper or a
pollution test kit such as The Environmental Test Lab

These tubes should be

stoppered,and left undisturbed until the color is gone.
Time will be recorded in days. For comparison, a
sample of tap water and distilled water should be
vigorously shaken, methylene blue added, and set

#5500 available from The Science Source (207) 832
6344.

• Van Doren(or -.imilar)tube for taking water samples at

aside with the others..

depth.
• distilled water.

• Using pH test paper or electronic pH meters,students
should test the pH of surface water, bottom water, tap

If students will not be leaving the classroom then you
need to get bottom water samples,and surface water samples
for them. The fresher, the better. Students will be testing the
dissolved oxygen (DO),the phosphate levels, the pH,and the

water,and distilled water.

• Using lead test paper, test the lead levels of surface
water, bottom water, tap water and distilled water.
Follow the directions included with the paper, but
generally it will give a bright pink color if lead levels
are in excess of5parts per million(ppm).

lead content of the water.

If students are gathering their own samples, then they
will need two stoppered test tubes. You may collect tfie
bottom water sample yourselffor theclass to share or you may
assign several students to use the Van Doren tube. If a tube is
not available, simply wading out into three or four feet of
water and filling a flask with bottom water is sufficient.
Instruct students not to shake their samples.

• Using phosphate test powder,test the phosphate levels
of surface water, bottom water, tap water, and
distilled water.

Students should record all work neatly in data tables and
make logical, informed conclusion.s. You may wish to discuss
thefactors affecting DO levels, pH,lead levels,and phosphate
concentration.

DO levels for Lake Elsinore are the most

problematic, and the most complicated. Compare the class
results to the results of the Lake Elsinore Water Quality
Management Study corxiucted from 1990 to 1993. Explain
differences and similarities.
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Lesson

HYr>R(^»lFE
TopicL\ke Microbioi

2>

88 88

Prep.

^ y«Ni

Lesson:

Lesson Guide

IRi

Working in teams of two, students will observe their

Materials & Preparation

water samples in die depression slides. The two water

samples should be filtered and kept separate. The filtrate
should be put into individual test tubes and water should be
added to preventdehydration. The filtrate may provide a rich
somre of algae and multicellular organisms. Label die test

This lesson will require the following materials:

•samples of Lake Elsinore water or field trip permission

tubes "water," "scrapings," "water filtrate," and "scraping
filtrate." To slow organisms, a small amount of polyvinyl

slips if students will be collecting tfteir own water.
•classsetof microscopes.

• 6 test tubes, depression slide, funnel, filter paper #3,

dropper, glass slide, beaker, and test tube rack for

alcohol may be added to the depression slides. Too much will
kill die organisms.

each student team.

• copies of student handouts for identifying algae and

Students should draw as many different organisms as

other organisms.

they find, labelling the type of water in which it was

• polyvinyl alcohol(optional)

discovered and noting any behavioral characteristics(actions,

If you collect samples for the students,two types should

organismsor a list of possibilities.

photosensitivity, speed etc.). Students should identify the

be collected: surface or near surface water and scrapings from

beneath subsurface logs or rocks. Collect the samples in large

Monitoring during the examination phase is intensive

beakers. Make sure that the scrapings are covered in water to

and critical. Observe student work for accuracy and detail.

pre\'ent dr>'ing once you are done collecting diem.

Avoid adjusting microscopes settings personall}'. Give hints

and suggestions,but allow the students to do the work.
If students are collecting they should be divided into
teams of two beforehand. One team member should collect

Leave 5-10 minutes at the end for students to discuss

surface water and the other should collect scrapings using the

their findings and share their personal successes and

edge of a glass slide. Surface or subsurface water will give a
variety of algae types and nektonic or drifting organisms. The
scrapings will give an abundant sample of attached organisms.

© 1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

TopicUke Edge Bioli
RR

BB

Prep;
Lesson:

Lesson guide

qMSS PERS00!
Students will be led on a semi-guided walk, during

which time they will observe natuW. Students should bring
paper and pencil,data sheet, and jtheir student guide. Birds,

Materials &Preparation

animals, unusual or extensive plimts and trees should be
noted, When possible the organism should be identified

You will need the following materials for thislesson:
•copiesof the student guide for each student team.
•field trip permission form for each student
•copy of data sheet for each student.

Students will be walking near the lake shore and
recording various specie of observed birds, plants, and
animals. The focus is on bird obseivation. As an alternative

students may survey their own school site, however the
naturalness of the setting will be very limited.

immediately. If not, notes should be made about distinctive
markings, size, and color, so that it may be identified later.

Relative countsofbird specieshould be kept
The second day students will be back in the classroom,
Tally the results for all student ims and work together to

identify significant unidentified orgi;anisms.

Students should

write a one to two page summary of the experience. Leave
about 15 minutes to discuss studeplit reflections, suggestions,
and papers. Collect the tally sheets, field notes, and
concluding paper asa classwork ass;ignment.

You will need to survey the walking route previous to
the lesson. Make mental notes of particular plants, trees, or
habitat that you may wish to point out later,
Before the lesson, divide the students into teams of 2and

supply them with the student guide. Students should be

familiar with it before the day of the lessoa Suggest to
students that if they have binoculars and it is acceptable to
their parents, they should hring them for waterfowl
observation.

©1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

€ ]A'ix;h ortne uAV
Topic:

FishBiolo

PrEP: g

88 88

Lesson Guide

Lesson:
y

Students will be fishing with hook and line, weighing,
measuring and identifying the fish that they catch. All

Materials& Preparation

information is to be recorded on the team's data sheet. Fish

may be kept in the ice chest or released. Catch and release
tactics are not always beneficial at Lake Elsinore. Frequently,

This lesson wil require the following materials:
•signed field trip permission formsfor all students.
•three or four parenthelpers
• at least one fishing pole for every two students. Begin
asking parents and students to loan some a week or
two ahead of time.

in warm weather the fish suffer die offs in the hundreds of

tons due to oxygen poor water. Removing the fish from the
lake prevents them from decaying on the shore later and is
encouraged by fish managementagencies.

• fishing tackle.
• metric measuring ruler or tape.

Teacher and parent helper monitoring is extensive
during this part of the lessoa You vwill be oonstantly helping
students identify fish, tie hooks, measure, weigh,and stay on

• metric scale.

task. Collect data sheets before students leave class.

•an ice chest filled with ice

• graph paper
• One copy of "Warmwater Game Fishes of California"
for every two students.

Since students will be having "clas-s" at the lake, you will
need to be organized and efficient as time will be short. Be
sure to call the city before the trip to find out if limits are in
force, or if licenses are required for the adults. In times of
predicted fish die offs often both restrictions are lifted.
Be sure that students are mentally prepared and
physically equipped to do serious research. Prepare teams of
two ahead of time,to speed the lesson.
The California Department of Fish and Game(CDF&G)
conducts regular fish surveys to determine the biotic makeup
of the lake. Though they use a process called electrofishing,a
fishing pole works nearly as well.

©1994 Arthur McMahon

Day two of this lesson is back' in the classroom. As a
class compile the fishmg data. Determ:line the total numbers of
each specie, the relative percentages; the average weight, the
average length, the weight range! and the length range.
Compare your data to the latest elilectrolfishing survey by the
CDF&G. If desired, and if time aHows, graph the^ length
versus number fcaught of each specieie. In addition students
should research at least one of the specie caught, preferably
one they caught,from the fish guide.
Allow time for discussing the fisih conditions of the lake,
All fish are planted,or have washed down from Canyon Lake.
Lake Elsinore has no native fish, Discuss any differences
between your survey and the one performed by CDF&G.
Allow students to reflect on their survi!?y experience.
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Lesson

Topic:

Lake Biolo

on a tree are formed. In warmerj regions like California, the
ringsare less pronounced and may be more difficult to see.
Have foe students record on a
i

B8

PrEP:

q

nw

Lesson:

fish. Have foem draw one of foe scales as they view it under

the microscope. When done
conclusions about the relationship l)etween length, weight,

(Two

q

tk

data table the length and

weight of the fish,foe number of dark rings and the age offoe

yy

and age. Students should be able tij state foe three factors that
affect the rate of growth.

Materials & Preparation

Take 5 minutes

to

discuss their conclusions and

observations. Collect written work

asa class assignment.

The following materials will be needed for this lesson:
• A class set of microscopesand slides
• A class set of the student handout

• Enough fish scales for students to be able to study
several different specie. It is preferable for students to
be able to remove the scales from foe fish themselves

if possible.

K

If possible, use fish from Lake Elsinore for this lesson,
preferably foe fish foe students just caught in "Catch of foe
Day." Large scaled fish - bass or carp - are easier to study than

9

small scal^ fish, but you should have a variety of fish scales
on hand.

Students should be familiar wifo the use of a

compound microscope.

Lesson Guide
Students will be studying fish scales under foe
microscope using the low power objective. Light from behind
should illuminate the scale so that rings and darker bands are
clearly visible. If students read foe handout they will discover
that the size and weight of a fish have very little to do wifo a
fish's age. When wildlife agencies want to know how old a
specimen is they look at scales under the microscope and
count foe number of dark bands. The dark bands are created

at foe end of a seasons growth similar to foe way the the rings
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Lesson

Graphic Evidence
Topic Human Use& I
-Effects ofthe Levee
88 88

PrEP: q/2 NOI

Lesson: g CyRlSS FI

Lesson Guide

dlRlIRl

Divide students into groups of about 2-3. Explain to

them tiiat they will be graphing historical lake surface

Materials& Preparation

elevation data and data from a computer simulation. The

The following materials are needed for this lesson:

computer data was generated for the irity by an engineering
firm assuming that die present levee,! outlet and inlets had
been in place since 1916. Passoutcomputer data to halfof the
giotzpsand historical data to the other half.

•Graph paper blown up on a poster machine,or butcher
paper about3'x4'.

• For each group, a yardstick, three different colored
markers,and a calculator.

• One copy of each of tiie handouts for each student.
Though initially half of the groups will have one
handout and half will have the other,eventually they
will all need both.

With your guidance have them ciraw an x-axis, then a
y-axis using the yardstick and marker.] Make sure that they
leave room on both edges for labels. Across the bottom they
will number from 1916 to 1985 and label it "Year." Have them

use die calculators to figure out how to fit the values across the
bottom of the graph. The y-axis will stairt at 1223' MSL(mean

sea level) and run to 12^' MSL. It
Surface Elevation."

Again have

will be labeled "Lake
the students use the

calculators to figure out a correct numbering scheme that will
fit all die data on the vertical axis, To this point all the
students work has been the same, nowj the groups will begin

using their separate data sheets.

Have the students carefully begin plotting data points..
It seemseasiest for the students if they plot maximum first and
then minimum. Students should use a different color pen for

each, and make a legend at the upper right when they are
done. Once the points are plotted thet' need to connect the

lines carefully with the yardstick. EveiT graph needs a title
across the top. Students should use the title present on their
data sheet. Once all the graphs are completed tape them up
around the room.

;

A short discussion should follow about the effects of the

stabilization project, as well as about the difference between
the data used (i.e. one is actual and the other hypothetical.).

Before the lesson is over, make sure thatiall students have both
data handouts.
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Lesson

"Book 'em, Dano"
"Independent" A boat rental busine^ would be an example of

Topic Human Use&

dependent. A grocery store would bfe independent. At closest
examination nothing would be completely independent, but
some businesses are more removedj than others from direct

-Fiscal Importance-

influence.

88 88

Prep; r/gHCWR

lESSON: gQjRSSR

Students need not write down

the names or types of

businesses, but only to keep a ruiinning tally on their sheet,
Sigrdficaht monitoring on the part of the teacher is required.

yiy

Once students have completed their tallies, compile the
entire class' data together. Calculate ia ratio of businesses that

Materials& Preparation

directly depend on the lake to the total number of Elsinore
businesses.

For this lesson,the following materialsare needed:
•one Lake Elsinore area phonebook foreach student

Discuss with the class their concl;lusions about the lake's

importance to local business. Gatheij input from the students

You will need to be familiar with the roads and
communities that are within Lake Elsinore's influence. You
also need to be familiar with businesses found in Elsinore and

whattypesowe their existence directly or nearly directly to tfre
lake. Getting enough phone books requires that you begin
asking students to bring them in abouta week ahead oftime.

about the type of businesses that are dependent directly on the
lake and those that are relatively in<idependent. Discuss how
no business is truly independent and compare this idea to the
concept of food w^s.. Discuss how th(le lake quality affects the
city's income.

□ID
Lesson Guide
You might want to begin this lesson by showing the
photo "Bad spot for boating," and ask how much the city of
Lake Elsinore depends on the lake for its economy.
) '

Explain to the students that they will be informally
assessing the dependence of local business on the lake by
surveying the phone book's yellow pages. Pass out one phone
book to each student. Assign a letter of the alphabet to each
studOTt. Large sectirns may be broken up between several
students. Have tfie students divide a sheet of paper into two
columns with the following headings: "Dependent" and

©1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

ON THE EDG
realized for residents. This may either be done in oral or

Topig: Human Use&

written form.

Use &Zoning

The clear goal here is tha students realize that
development is a solid loss for wiildlife. It is difficult to
balance the needs of wildlife with the goals of the city. Often,
the best that can be hoped for is to minimize as much as
possible the humanimpact.

8888

PrEP: q

Lesson: g QJISS
Materials & Preparation
The following materials will be needed:
•one copy of tiie city planning diart blown up to poster
size for each group of3-4students.

•onecopy ofthe land usedescriptionsforeach student.
•scissorsand glue sticks for each group

•onecopy for each group ofthe structuresto be placed.
Be familiar with the different zones of the city, and into

which zones the buildings on the structures sheet can be
placed.

cnr
Lesson Guide
Read through and familiarize students with thelakeedge
planning map,and Bie city zoning sheet. Explain to students
that they are to place all of the structures on the structures
sheet onto the lake edge plan area. All structures must be
placed and all must be put into the correct zone. Commercial
buildings may not be placed into residential areas arxi so on.
In addition, students must give careful thought from an
environmental point of view as to what structuresare best put
where.

When students are done they must be able to explain
why their placement is the best for both human use and for the
environmental stability of the lake edge. They must also be
able to explain what problems will be inherent for wildlife,
when the lake edge is developed, and what benefits will be

© 1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

who'sWinning?
Explain that for each round their

Topic Human Use &
fb If

is to pick either the

into the"Choice"

box for that round. Explain that there is only one way to win

Agency Gooperation
Prep:

teaim

letter X or the letter Y and to enter it i^retly

the game. (Explain this often,butdo not explain too much.)
SB BB

For round 1 let them choose, then go to eadi group and
ask how many teams chose X. Rewa:rd the groups according
to the payoff schedule. Confusion wiill reign. Do not explain
too much. With each round the ga;lime will become clearer,

y p

Lesson:

Round 4 is different. This time they will discuss a strategy

amongst dieir entire group. Once they have done tiiis,
however,they will still make final di iions secretly widi their

Materials& Preparation

team mate.

For this lesson you will need:
• one copy of"Win as much as you can" for every two
people.

•room for groupsofeightpeople to work together.

By now, some teams will understand that Biey score
more ifthey choose X,butother teamsin their group choose Y.
Deception, saying one thing and doing anoBier, will become

partoftheirstrategy. Some willreal^e thatifeverybody picks
Y then everybody wins, although a small amount. As the

rounds continue, these two differing types of teams will

This lesson is quite deceptive,and while it appears to be
teaching nothing at all it is a substantial and memorable

becomegenuinely hostile to oneanotlier.

Before the last two rounds, vyrite the names of one

experience.

Lake Elsinore is under the control of many different

member of each group of 8 on the board, but don't explain
why. Emphasize that there is only one way to win the game..

agencies: the city, ihe Elsinore Valley Municipal Water
District, the Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority, the
county of Riverside, the California Department of Fish &

By the last round some groups will have cooperated and
every team in that group will have \yon a few points. Some

Game, the federal Fish & Wildlife Service, the city's
redevelopment agency, the California Department of Parks
and Recreation, and other public and semi-public groups and

groups will have ended the game in f^stration and hostilit)'..

agencies. Each have their own responsibilities and agendas
that sometimes overlap and sometimes do not. Getting the
groups to work together towards the common good of the lake
is a very difficult task,even though they are usually interested
in cooperating.

2>

Explain that each group was really ipnly one team aixl that
their points will be totalled for the entire group. Calculate the
last round for each group on the bpard. Except for those

groups that cooperat^ with all teams choosing Y,every other
group score will be zero. It is designed mathematically so that
the only way for a group to get more than zero is when
everybody cooperates
Discuss how to win the game. Discuss the student's
feelings towards other teams as they played. Discuss that
even when they knew how to win,doing what was best for the
group was very difficult, when by deception or selfishness,

they could come out farther ahead. I^scuss that in matters of

Lesson Guide

the lake, where the stakes are much ^gher than meaningless

If necessary make teams of one or three students to reach this
Configuration. It is better to have teams of one than loo many

points, it is equally difficult for agencies to work together for
the good of the whole. Reinforce the idea that when agencies
do not cooperate - like teams who didn't in the groups 
everybody loses. This is a particularly powerful look into
human nature. Do not neglect the discussion. It requires

teams of three.

about 10-15 minutes.

For this lesson, the class will need to be broken into large

groups of eight, with each group being broken into teams of
two. It is essential that a group have no more than four teams.

Give each team a handout,and tell them to hide or fold it

so that ho other teams can see it. Explain that the goal is to

win as much as they can. Explain that the payoff rules are
printed right on their handout. The game proceedsin rounds.
©1994 Arthur McMahon
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Lesson

mvsf/omDS
Suggested contacts include:

Topic Human Use&I

• Lake Elsinore Library

•City Planning Office
• Riverside County Department of Environmental

Agency Respgnsibii

PrEP: q NSljlR
Lesson: g

Health,
8888

•Department of Fish &Game
•California Departmentof Parks& Recreation

•Riverside County Flood Contrcpl
•Water Quality Control Board j
• Federal Fish and Wildlife,local office

•Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District
•Eastern Municipal Water District

Materials& Preparation

•Army CorpsofEngineers

i

•Bureau of Reclamation

|

•Lake Elsinore Management Authority
• local Indian groups, historical groups, and property
There are no materials needed. However,students need

to be given the chance to choose a research topic towardsthe
end of a class period and then allowed several days to ga^r
the information. Inform them that mostagerKies are closed on
weekends and after 5 pm. Once the research has been done/
students may be given one or two class periods to write,share,

groups.

STUDENTINSTRUCTIONS

Suminarize your findings as a news story. Prepare to
read it as though you were on the air to thousands of

and rewrite their work.

viewers.

m

2>
Lesson Guide

Students need to choose an agency or group that is
involved in some aspect of the lake or the community. (There
are dozens!) Students should contact die agency by telephone.

Analyze your motives behind your work. Were you
more concerned with getting the truth, finding something
really exciting to report, or just getting the assignment done?
Explain how your motives affected the way your story
turned out.

Do not neglect allowing students time to share their
work, perhaps as an informal discussion with the entire class.
Collect the news stories as an assignmOTt.

Be sure to:

• Get the name and position of the person to whom you
speak. Write doivn the time,date and notes from the
interview.

•

Find out what level of government the agency
representsor if it is a private or non-profit group..

• Find out what the agency does to,about or for the lake
or community.

• Find out whatservices they provideand whatfeesthey
charge.

• Find out what would happen if teey did notdo the job
that they do.

• Find out how often and how deeply they work with
other agencies

83

2
Topic

Conciudin'
Mayor Gary Washbyrn has said

-Rehecting

that "the lake has \never been

8888

PrEP:

managed properly." \ Do you

USSON: TQjiPlSlpl

think that a natural system ever
needs to be "managed?" Using
Lake Elsinore as an example

support either sidj? of this

Materials & Preparation

argument. What ai\e the costs
and ben^ts in both human and
enmronmental terms ofmanaging

The materials needed for this lesson are optional. If
desired you will need the video "Lake Update," a television,
and a video player. Other than this, there is no preparation

or not managing?

needed.

Give students time to write one or more pages that
answer the above questions. Be sure to discuss with students

their various answers. Emphasize both before and after that
there is no right or simple answer td the question. You may
wish to collect the papersas a class assignment.

am

2>
Lesson Guide

Students, by this point, should be very familiar with the
lake. They should understand its history, biology, geology,
and the constant planning that goes on for and about it.
If desired you may show the video,or simply review the
many and varied ways that the lake is handled. From the
stabilization project, to the aeration, to the algae treatments, to
the created wetlands, to the revegetating, to the fish stocking
Lake Elsinore is heavily managed.
Students may or may not have thought about why the
lake is managed or thu.^ the possibility of doing nothing at all is
an option. The following question posed to them, will give
them a chance to clarify their own beliefs and understandings,
and to identify what purposes lake management serves and

why it has been aggressively pursued since 1883.
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Lesson

APPENDIX B

GRAPHS OF T AKE STTRVEY RESPONSES
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APPENDIX C

LAKE ATTENDANCE GRAPHS OF CDP&R DATA

1979-1993
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APPENDIX D

GRAPHS OF BACTERIAL DATA 1981 -1993
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Appendix A
Floral Species List
FAMII.V

SriKNTlFir NAMF/rOMMON

NAMF.

DICOTYLEDONEAE

Amaratifharyaf^.Amaranth Family
Amaramhus fl//7U5/TumbIeweed

Amaranthus retroflexusfRough Pigweed
Anacardiaceae•Sumac Fsunily
Malosma burina/Laasrel Sumac

RhmmtegrifolidLtmcmad&bcrry
Apocynaceae -Dogbane Family
Nerium oleanderiOieaada

Asteraceae(Compositae)- Sunflower Family

Acourtia imcrocep/iafa/Sacapellote
Ambrorfjc/uzim55onw^eacb Sand-Bur

Ambrosia psilostachya var.califomica/Wcsvan Ragweed
Artemisia califomica/CahfomiSi Sagebrush
Artemisia douglasiana/Csihfomi2i Mugwon
Aster exilis/S]m Aster

Baccharisglutinosa/M\i\t?2i
Baccharispilularis ssp. consanguinea/Coyoie Brush
Baccharissarothroides/BroomBacchans

Chaenactis spXThaenactis
Cirsium vulgare/BuW Thistle
Conyza canadensis/Horsewce6
Cotulacoronopifolia/BrasS'Buiiom
Enceliafarmosa/Brivle-Bush
Filago califomica/F\uffwee6

Gnaphalium luteo-album/Eyeriasimg
Helianthus annuus ssp. leniicularis/^'esiem Sunflower
Heterothecagrandiflora/Tekgiapb'^eed
Lactuca jemofo/Prickly Lettuce
Lasthenia chrysostoma^ldfitlds
Picris echioides/Brisdy Ox-Tongue
Pluchea sericea/Anowwced

Pji/bca/p/wirene/Zits/Slender Woolly-Heads
Solidago califomica/CaMorm Goldenrod
Sonchus ipjcvThistle
Sonchus oleraceus/Sow Thistle

Tarajacum officinaleA^dehou
Tetradymia coiwja/Cotton-Thom
Xamhiumstrumariumyai.canadenseAlockkbuT

Betulaceae - Birch Family
Abiiis rhombifplia/Wbite Alder

Swectwater Environmental Biologists
August L 1991
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Boraginaceae - Borage Family ;
Amsinckia intermediandi^ow Fiddieneck

Harpagonella ptz/meri/Paimer's Grappling-hook
Heliotropium curassavicum var.oculatum/Chmese Pusley
Plagiobothrys califomicus/CalifonmPopcomFlov/a
BrassiGaceae(Cniciferae)•Mustard Family
Brassica geniculasa/Pacoi^ Mustard
Brassica nigra/B]ack Mustard
Raphanusjariviu/Wild Radish

Cactaceae - Cactus Family

Opuntia oricola/ldB:Coastal Prickly Pear
Opunxia prolifera/Coasi Cbolla

Caprifoliaceae - Honeysudcle Family

Lonicera subspiccaa var. joknstomiAiontys\xQklt

Sand)ucm mexicancJEXdsibary
Cbenopodiaceae - GoosefootFamily
Atriplex sppTSaltbrush
BassiakyssopifpliQ/B2&s^^¥\vthoo\i

Chenopodium califormcum/Cd^omvsL Pigweed
Salsola thenco/Russian-Thistle

Convolvulaceae- Moming-Glory Family
Cressa tnaillensis var. vfl//xco/fl/Alkali Weed

Cuscuta spyWitch's Hair,Dodder
Cuscuta cfl/i/oniicfl/Witch's Hair,Dodder

Crassulaceae -Stone-Crop Family
Dudleya lanceolataAJwt-P^ycx

Curcurbitaceae - Gourd Family
Cucurbitaybe/idijjx/7M/Calabazilla

Euphorbiaceae -Spurge Family

EremocarpussetigeTus/lmksy Mullein,Dove Weed
Euphorbia potycarpa var.polycarpa/Fs^ Mats
Ricinus communis/CasioT Bean

Fabaceae(Leguminosae)- Pea Family
Astragalussp/RaSkwtcd,Locoweed
Astragalussp.

Lotuspurs/Uanus^pamsh-Cloycr
Lotusscopariusssp.scoparius/DeerNe&d
Lupinus spyLupine

Sweetwater EDvironmeDial Biologists
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Melilotus albus/Whitc Swcct-Clover

Melilotus int^icus/YtUow Swcci'ClovcT
Trifolium spl/Clovcr
Fagaceae - Oak Family

Quercuslobaia/Oak Valley

Frankeniaceae - Frankenia Family
Frankenia grandifolia/Alka^'Hcaih

Geraniaceae - Geranium Family
Erodium cicutarium/Rcd-Stan Filaree

Hydrophyllaceae•WaterleafFamily

Netnophila menziesiissp. menziesii/Baby Blue-Eyes
Phacelia spTBell Pbacelia. Califwiua Blue Bells
Phacetia parryi/Pmy Phacelia
Pholiswma spp.

Juglandaceae - WalnutFamily
Juglanscalifomica/Wahmi

Lamiaceae G abiatae)- Mint Family
Marmbium vulgareAiorthomd
Salxia columbariae var. columbariae/dna

Stachys rigida ssp.qiiercetonwj/Htdgc Settle
Lemnaceae - Duckweed Family
Lemna sp^Ouckweed

Lythiaceae - Loosesuife Family
Lythrum adsurgins/^alloxf Poly
Malvaceae - Mallow Family
Malva parviflora/Checxweed

Sidalcea mtvaeflora ssp.sparsifolia/^and Cbccker-Bloom
Mynaceae - Myrtle Family
Eucaiypms sp-dEucalyptus

Nyciaginaceae - Four O'Qock Family
Mirabilis califomica var. califomica/Wishbone Bush

Onagraceae - Evening Primrose Family

Catnissonia cheiraruhifolUi/Be^eh Evening Primrose
Zauschneria cj/r/ofnicaCalifornia-Fucbsia

^
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Papaveraceae - Poppy Family

Eschschol2iacalifomicoJC3MorTaA?ogpy
Phytolaccaceae phytolacca(mericana/CcxamoQ Pokeweed
Poiemoniaceae - Phlox Family
Cilia angelensis/GUh

Polygonaceae - BuckwheatFamily
Chorizanthe spJSpmtfiowcr
Eriogonum spyEriogonum

*

Eriogonumfasciculatum ssp./fljcicii/fl/«m/Califoriiia Buckwheat
Rumex spTDock

Rumex crispus/Cwly Dock
Rubiaceae - Madder Family
Galium spp.
Galiumangnstifolium/Sanoy/leafBtdstiBw

Salicaceae•)^^liow Family
Populusfremontii/FnmoiatCoaonv/oo6
Salixgooddingiivar.variabilis/BhckWiiJiow
5fl/ix A«d:riflnd4jray Bark WiUow,Sandbar Willow
Salix laevigata/RtdWiUow

Salix lasiolepis var. bracelinae/Airoyo Willow
Sauniraceae - Lizaid-TailFamily
Anemopsis califomica/YeibaMansa.

Saxifiagaceae -Saxifrage Family

Jepsoniaparryi/MQsaSanfi2Lgt
Scrophulariaceae - Figwort Family

KecJdella antirrkmoides/Chapaml Beard-Tonsue

Mimulus gimatus ssp. gunatus/Common Monkey-Flower
Solanaceae - Nightshade Family
Datura meteloides/Jimson Weed

Nicotiana giauca/TietTobscco

Tamaricaceae-Tamarisk Family
Tamarix sp/Tamsai^
Tatnahxparviflora/Sm^'Bov/mdTsaDansk

Urticaceae - Nettle Family
Urtica hobsericea/Stalt

~
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Violaceac-Violet Family

Viola peduneulata/Johnny Jump-Vp
MONCXOTTLEDONEAE

Amaryliidaceae -Amaryllis Family

Dichelostemma pulchellum/B\uc Dicks, Wild Hyacinth
Aieacaceae(Palmae)- Balm Family

Phoenix canariensis/CaaaryIsland Date Palm
Washingtonia spyPalm
Washingtoniafilifera/Cahfomia Fan Palm
Cypeiaceae-Sedge Family

Oirex^ySedge
Cyperus^AJmbrella Sedge
Eleocharisacicularis/Spikt'Rjash
Scirpus acutus/CommoR Tule
Scirpus robustus/Prdiht Bulrush
Uuncaceae - Rush Family
Juncus mexicanus/Mexican Rush
Juncus textilis/Baskei Rush

Lemnaceae - Duckweed Family
Letnna spAluckweed
Liliaceae - Lily Family

Caiochortus weedii var. weedii/^'ceds Maiiposa
Chlorogaium parviflorufn/Ajnolt

Poaceae(Gramineae)- Grass Family
Avena barbata/Slender Wild Oai

Bromus diandrus/^pgui Grass
Bromus mollis/Sofi Chess
Bromus rubens/Rtd Brome

Cortaderia atacameruis/Pasnpas Grass
Cynodon dactylon/bennnda Grass
Distichiisspjcmo/Saltgiass
Hordeum sp>Wild Barley

Leptochloa ^ySpxangXtiop
Oryzjopsis miliacea/Bsctpas&
Polypogon monspeliensis/Rabbiifooi Grass
Stipa coronata/G'tani Supa

Stipa lepida/PoodaW Stipa
Stipa pulchraModd^g Stipa
Ruppia fnaritima/Diich^ass

Swectwaicr EnviiDnmcnial Biologists
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Typhaccae - Caiiail Family

Typha spjCailaii

;

Typfia latifolia/Soh'^g, Tall Cattail

1J^lomenclature follows Munz, 1974.
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Appendix B
Lake Elsinore Wildlife Inventory List

COMMQN

SCIENTIFIC

name

NAME

BIRP LIST

Family Podicipedidae

Podilymbuspodiceps'
Podiceps nigricoUis
Aechmophorus occidenudis
Aechmophorus clarkii

Pied-Wlcd Grebe
EaredGrebe
Western Grebe
Clark's Grebe

Family Pelecanidae

Pelecanuserythrorhynchos

American White Pelican

Family Phalacrocdracidae
Double-crested Connorant

Phalacrocorax auritus

Family Ardeidae
American Bittern

Botaurus lentinosus
Aidea hewdias
Ardeaaiba

Great Blue Heron

GreatEgret
Snowy Egret
Cattle Egret

Egretta thula

Green-backed Heron

Bubulcus ibis
Butorides striatus

Black-crowned Night Heron

Nxaicorax nxciicorax

Family Anatidae
CanadaGoose

Brarua canadensis

Green-winged Teal

Anascrecca

Mallard

Anas plaryrhynchos

Northern Pintail

Anas acuta

Cinnamon Teal
Northern Sboveler

Anas cyanoptera
Anas cfypeata

American Wigeon

Anasamericana

Redhead

Aythya americana
Oxyurajamaicensis

RuddyDuck
Family Cathanidae
Turkey Vulture

Cathartesaura

^Nomenclature follows American Ornithologist's Union, 1983. ChecklistofNorth American birds.
6tb edition. Am.Omithol. Union [Washington,D.C.].
Sweetwater EovironmeDtal Biologists
Aueust 1. 1991
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FamiJy Accipitridac
Northern Harrier

Cooper's Hawk

Circus cyaneus
Accipiter cooperii

Red-sbouldeied Hawk

Buteo lineatus

Red-tailed Hawk

Buteojamaicensis
Aquila chrysaetos

Golden Eagle
Family Falconidae
American Kestrel
Merlin

Falcosparverius
Falco columbarius

Family Phasianidae

Ring-necked Pheasant
California Quail

Phasianuscolchicus

CaUipepla califomica

Family Rallidae
American Coot

FuUca americana

Family Charadriidae
Killdeer

Charadrius vociferus

Family Recurvirostridae
Black-necked Stilt

Hitnansopus mexicanus

American Avocct

Recurvirostra americana

Family Scolopacidae
WilJei

Cawptrophorussemipalmaius

Marbled Godwii

Limosafedoa

Sanderling
Western Sandpiper
Long-billed Dowiicher

Calidrisalba
Calidris mauri

Limnodromus scolopaceus

Family Laridae

Bonaparte's Gull
Ring-billed Gull
California Gull

Herring Gull
Western Gull

^ Forster's Tern

LarusPhiladelphia
Larus delawarensis

Ljrus califomicus
Larusargeruatus
Larus ocddemalis

Sternaforsteri

Family Columbidae
Rock Dove

Mourning Dove

Columba livia
Zenaida macroura

Family Cuculidae
Greater Roadrunner

Sweetwater EnvTOnmeotal Biologists
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FamUy Tytonidae

BaJi-Owl

Tyto alba

Family Strigidae
Great Homed Owl

Bubo virginianus

Family Trochilidae

Anna's Hummingbird
Costa's Hummingbird

Calypte anna

Cat^te costae

Family Alcedinidae

Belted Kingfisher

Cerylealcyon

Family Picidae

Nuttalls Woodpecker

Picoida nuttalUi

Northern Flicker

Colaptesauratus

Family Tyrannidae

Pacific-slope Bycatcber

Empidonax difficilis
Sawmisnigricans
Sayomissoya

Black Phoebe

Say's Phoebe
Ash-dnoated Bycatcfaer

Myiarckuscinerascens
Tyrannus venicalis

Wes^Kingbird
Family Hirundinidae

Northern Rough-Winged Swallow

Stelgidopteryx serripennis

Cliff Swallow

Himndo pyrrhonoia

Family Corvidae

Scrub Jay
American Crow

Aphelocoma coerulescens
Corvusbrachyrhynchos

Common Raven

CofMis corax

Family Aegithalidae
Bushtit

Psaltriparus minimus

Family Troglodytidae
Bewick's Wren
House Wren

Thryomanes bewickii
Troglodytesaedon

Family Muscicapidae

Ruby-ciowned Kinglet

Regulus calendula
Polioptila califomica
Catharus guttatus
Chamaeafasciata

Califonua Gnatcatcfaer
Hermit Thrush
Wreniii

Sweetwater Enviioiimental Biologists
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Family Mimidae

Mimus polyglonos

Nortbem Mockingbird
Gaiifpmia Thrasher

Toxostoma redivivum

Family Ptilogonatidae
Phainopepla nitens

Pbaindpepla
Family Laniidae

Loggexhead Shrike

Lanius ludovicianus

Family Stumidac
Family Vireonidae
Huaon's Vireo

Vireo huttoni

Warbling Vixeo

Vireo gitvus

Family Emberizidae
Subfamily Farulinae

Qiange<xDwned Waibler

Vemuvora celata

Nashville Waibler
Yellow Warbler

Vermivora rvficapiUa
Dendroicapetechia

Yellow-nimped Warbler
Black'tfaro^ Gray Warbler

Dendroica nigrescens

Townsead's Warbler

Dendroica tawnsendi

MacGillivray*s Warbler

Geothlypis tolmiei
Geothlypis trichas
WUsonia pusilla

Dendroicacoronaia

Common Yellowthroat
Wilson's Warbler
Yellow-breasied Chat

Jcieria virens

Subfamily Thraupinae
Western Tanager

Piranga ludoviciana

Subfamily Cardinalinae

Pheucticus melanocephalus

Black-headed Grosbeak
Blue Grosbeak

Passerina caendea
Passerina amoena

Lazuli Bunting
Subfamily Embeiizinae

PipUo erythropfahalmus
Pipilo crissalis
Chondestesgrammacus

Rufous-sided Towhee
Califoniia Towhee

Lark Sparrow
Savannah Sparrow
Fox Sparrow
Song Sparrow
White-ciowned Sparrow

Ammodramussandwichensis
PassereUa iliaca

Mebspiza melodia
ZonotricMa leucophrys

Golden-crowned Sparrow
Dark-eyed Junco

Sweetwater Eoviromneoul Biologists
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Subfamily Ictennae

Red-winged Blackbird

Agelaiusphoeniceus
Agelaius tricolor

Tri(x>kxed BlacUnrd

; W&tem Meadowiaik
BreWsBlackbird

Stumella neglecta
Euphaguscyanocephalus

Brown-beaded Cowbiid
Hooded Oiioie
Bullocks Oriole

Molothrusaier
Icterus cucuUatus

laerusgalbula

Family Fringillidae
Purple Finch

CarpodacuspurpureuS'

House Fmch
Lesso*Goldfinch
Lawrence's Gddfincfa
American Goldfinch

Carpodacus modcanus
Carduelispsatria
Carduelislawrencei
Carduelistristis

Family Passeiidae

House Sparrow

Passer domesticus

REPTILE AND AMPHIBIAN I 1ct2

Family Ranidae

California Bullfiog

Rana catesbeiana

Family Iguanidae
Western Fence Lizard
Side-Blotched Lizard

Sceloporousoccidentalis
Vta stansburiam

Family Colubridae

California Kingsnake

Lampropeltisgetulus califomiae

MAMMAI. 1.1St3

Family Talpidae
Broad-Footed Mole

Scapanuslatimanus

Family C^idae
Coyote
Gray fox

Cmislatrans

Domestic Dog

Canisfamiliaris

Urocyon cinereoargenieus

^NomenclaturefollowsTbePeieisoo Field GuideSeries,1985. AField GuideTo Western Reptiles And
Amphibians. 2nd editkm. Roben C.Stebbins.
^NomenclaturefoUowsCaUfomiamammals,1988. 1stedition. E.W.Jameson.Jr.and HansJ.Peeters.
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Family Scitiiidae

California Ground Squirrel

Spermophilus beecheyi

Family Geomqid^ :
Botta's Pocket Gopher

Thomomys bottae

Family Neoioma
Dusky-footed Wood Rat

Neoiomafuscipes

Family Arvicolidae

Microtus sp.

Meadow Vole

Family Cricetidae

Reithrodontomys megalotis

Harvest Mouse

Family Leporidae

Lepus californicus
Sylvilagus audubonii
Sylvilagus bachmani

Black-tailed Jackiabbit
Audubon's Cottontail
Brush Rabbit
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ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES
FRX 714/588-1209

806 North Batavia - Orange. CalUomia 92668- 714/771-6900
CLIENT

Edward S. Babcock & Sons, Inc.

(1124)

Attn: accounts payable
6100 Quail Valley Court
Riverside, CA

LAB NO

G63344

REPORTED

11/29/93

RECEIVED

11/19/93

92507

SAMPLE

VJater

IDENTIFICATION

Black & Veatch, Lake Elsinore
Analysis Time: 1500 Hrs.

BASED ON SAMPLE

As Submitted

Three water samples, preserved in accordance with Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, were submitted

for Algae speciation and Algae enumeration.

sixty milliliter

portions from each of the samples were centrifuged and examined
under a compound microscope.

The speciation and enumeration are

as follows:

Composite Sample 09/21/93
Speciation

Enumeration/Q.01 ml

Anacystis

2,000
1,500
5,000
2,500
500

Palnella
Achnanthes

Chlorococcuin

Gomphosphaeria

(Taste & Order Algae)
(Filter clogging Algae)
(Reservoir Algae)
(Polluted water Algae)
(Blue-green Algae)

750 (Blue-Green Algae)
390 (Blue-green Algae)

Rivularia
Calothrix

3,000 (Surface water Algae)
60 (Flagellate Algae)

Anabaena

Chrysococus

Composite Sample 10/20/93
(Clean water Algae)
(Surface water Algae)
3,000 (Polluted water Algae)
100 (Taste & Odor Algae)
600 (Blue-green Algae)
200 (Blue-green Algae)
80 (Flagellate Algae)
25 (Flagellate Algae)
60

Navicula

Botryococcus

500

Palmella
Anabaena

Rivularia
Nodularia

Ceratiiim
Phacus
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Composite Sample 10/29/93

F.numerat-"i on /0.Olml

.qpeciation

100 (Reservoir Algae)
200 (Surface water Algae)
400 (Reservoir Algae)

Tolypothrix
Botryococcus
Tetiraspora

5,000 (Filter clogging Algae)
1,000 (Taste & Order Algae)
5,000 (Taste & Order Algae)

Palmella
Anabaena

Anacystis
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS - AVERAGE OF ALL STATIONS
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NA - Not Analyzad
NS - Not Sampled
ND • All Samples Less than Detection Limits
All Values are in mg/L unless Oherwise Indicated

The values shown above include non-detected concentrations, which are included in the calculated averages as equal to 0 5 times,tlie detection limn.
Chlorophyll value lor 9/28/93 does not include the 470.0{)0 ugl observed al station 9

TABLE 2

ANALYTICAL RESULTS - STORM EVENT

Date: 01/07/93

01/07/93

01/07/93

01/07/93
AVERAGE

Temperature(C)

15.5

15.3

14.6

Gonductivitv
dH
Hardness as CaC03
Calcium

370
8.11
179
48
14

340
8.10
179
48
14

340

41

39

Magnesium
Sodium

6
0.1
113
137

Potassium

Ammonium Nitrogen

Alkalinity as CaCOS
Bicarbonate

BODS

77
56
0.18
4

Ortho Phosphate
Total PhosDhoms

0.13
0.57

Sultate
Chloride
Nitrate Nitrogen

1.2

Kjeldahl Nitrogen

<0.05
305

Nitrite Nitrogen
Filterable Residue

Suspended Residue

120

<0.01

Arsenic

Barium
Cadmium

i
!

0.10
<0.01

i

8.17
176
47
14

14.4
320
8.19
172
47

15.0:

343 ,
8.14!
177;

48
14

13
39
6
0.1
110

0.1
112

134

136;

40

6
0.1
113
137
78
58
0.67

39
6
0.1
113
137
79
59
0.17

80

79!

58
0.10

58!

4

5

3

4

0.14
0.49

0.13
0.44

0.13

0.13

0.42

0.48

0.8

1.0

0.8
<0.05
315
80
<0.01
0.10

6

0.28

1.0

<0.05

<0.05
345
80
<0.01!
<0.1!

<0.05
345

<0.1

0.05

<0.01i
<0.02
<0.01!

<0.01 i
<0.02
<0.01!

<0.01

3281

75!
<0.01

891
<0.01;

<0.02

<0.011
<0.02

Cobalt

<0.01

<0.01

Copper

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.011
<0.01;

<0.01'
<0.01!

<0.01
<0.01

Mercury

<0.01
<0.001

<0.001t

<0.001:

<0.001!

<0.001

Selenium

<0.005

<0.005
<0.011

<0.005
<0.011
0.01

<0.005
<0.01!
<0.0T

<0.005
<0.01;
0.01

'

fotai Chromium

Lead

Silver
Zinc

<0.01
0.01

0.01 i

<0.02.
<0.0T

TABLE 3
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Concentration of Conventional Pollutants
and SOD In Bottom Sediments

Concentration mg/kg(dry weight)
Parameter

Station 2

Station 5

Station 7

Station 9

Ammonium as N

64

110

66

270

Nitrate as N

<1

<1

<1

<1

Nitrite as N

4

<1

<1

<1

Kjeidahi as N

4000

6100

3800

9600

SulfateasSO^

60

80

50

60

Total Phosphorus as P

760

1i

1500

920

1150

4000

^

7930

4970

3820

2.2

2.2

Biochemical Oxygen Demand

!1

SOD.grOj/nf-Day

3.8

2.5

TABLE 4
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Metals Concentration in
Bottom Sediments

Concentration mg/kg(dry weigtit)

Parameter

station 2 Stalim 5 Station 7 Station 9

PQL

48.4

24.6

39.2

15.7

Arsenic

8

ND

10

6

1

Barium

140

280

190

310

1

Cadmium

1

2

2

ND

0.5

Chromium

10

20

20

30

1

Cobalt

10

20

10

10

Copper

10

30

30

40

1

Lead

8

20

8

20

1

Mercury

ND

ND

ND

ND

0.5

Selenium

ND

ND

ND

ND

Silver

ND

ND

ND

ND

1

Zinc

56

110

74

110

1

PercentSoiids

1
1

, ■ 0.5 "

ND = Not Defected at PQL

PQL = Practical Quantltatlon Limit

TABLE 5
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APPENDIX G

SELECTED NEWSPAPER ARTICLES FROM LAKE ELSINORE
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February 1?. 1955

Drilling of Wells
Seen as Solution
ELSIKORE, Oct. 17-—This once-booming community's

•Jong and often-frustrating campaign to restore the lake
as ft boating paradise has finally -taken hold."
Drilling has begun in the diy, sun-baked lake bed in
an effort to locate water which will make sportsmen's
dreams come true.

The dream is a brimming lake swarming with small
craft which will restore to this parched area its eminence,

enjoyed in the twenties and thirties, as the "boating

M

capital of Southern California."
First in a series of steps aimed at this goal is the

sinking of an 11-inch well in the southeast end of the
m

seven-mile long bed.

It will be sunk to a depth of 600 feet in the hope of

striking an artesian flow—to this community the equiva
lent of pure gold.
Such a strike would implement other efforts to fill
and stabilize the lake.

Spearhead of the drive is Bill Cox, a comparative
newcomer to Elsinore, under whose leadership money

m

was raised for the well drilling.

Cox Is one of a group of citizens incorporated under
the name of Water for Lake Elsinore, Inc., which was

§

organized to overcome nature's strangling device here—
the dry cycle.

Except for the wet winter of 1958, which filled part

\'ERSK C.4.MER0N (LEFT), WATER DIVINER, AND BILL COX

Cox is president of the Water for Lake Elsinore Association.

of the lake, the one-time recreational haven has been
unusable for most of the past 20 years.

With the principal attraction of this half-way junc
tion between Los Angeles and San Diego gone, palatial
homes, summer cottages and resorts were abandoned.

Property values decreased to the point, where lots

selling for S3000 in. 1927 sold this year for approximately
$500.

Population has shrunk to 2500. Residents are mainly
retired. Building has been at a standstill.
But now, new life is being pumped into the commu
nity, thanks to "WLE.

The group has four basic objectives;

mm

• WATER from wells.

• CLEANING the San Jacinto River below Railroad

canyon Dam to allow a greater flow of the river durmg
the rainy season.

• WATER CONSERVATION and stimulation of a

lake redevelopment spirit among residents of this area.
Much of the group's hopes for the return to earlier

..a .AJAA

prosperity is tied to its faith in one man—Verne Cam

A&.

eron, water dinner.

Cameron has successfully located wells in this area
for years.

He believes the lake bottom is like a pan floating
In water, a clay barrier of some 100 feet in depth under
which there is a natural basin of water. It is this source
that is expected to be tapped.

If the test well proves successful, two or three addi
tional ones would ultimately be sunk. Water obtained
from these sources might be produced for as little as $3

per acre foot, Cox believes.
The well water would be in addition to the 10.000

acre feet that is expected to be purchased from the

Metropolitan Water District next year. It, however, will
cost $13 per acre foot

To be usable, local residents say, the lake must be

m

12 feet deep.

So stabilized, with water flowing in from all sources,

mk

it would draw 2,000,000 persons a year, they estimate.
Two years ago, 2900 acres of lake bed were pur
chased for a state park. But plans,for its development
have been stymiied pending solution of the water problem.

WHEN THERE W^4S WATER IN LAKE ELSINORE

Water skiinfi and boating irere popular sports.
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Credit for state park
goes to many people
(Conlinucd From Page

The

-

,

Valley ed

B-2
!tributed something toward

Tsn out.

Cleaning clothing is Jack aiding Elsinore a beautiful'
'Gunderson's business, but he:State park, either work, mon^

, ,

Senate approved t h

considerably when cy, or food for workers.

■ measure.

In presenting the

llNDEPEND

NEWSPAPER FO^RiV

-1) .ished as the donated funds son in the valley has

been lining up his colleagues
for the vote.

THEmiias

he led a grouj) in cleaning the
amend

UNDER THE current pres

San Jacinto River of a con

ident, Richard Hibbert, the

ment in the Senate. Dilworth

NAACP chapter sc
with Perris respon

siderable growth below the
explained the history of the dam, the water channel into local park board has worked
Lake Elsinore project and the lake and much of the en to secure a loan to purchase
water to fill dry Lake Elsi
the conditional recommenda tire south shore.
PERRIS—Cooperation with,that the national oi
tion depending on the S350, For this he organized men nore, which is a casualty of a police and the City Council
been asked to •
15-year
drought in Southern
(XK) appropriation.

has been pledged by the ex-i^P®^®^, brutality

and equipment who gave their California.

.-Actually, Dilworth's Senate time

and

machines

i ples of racial disc

free.

Hibbert and other board ecutive committee oi the Na-;against Negro resic
have conferred tional Association for the Ad-:
re-appropriation of SIdO.OGO they piled up and burned col members
^ ^ result. Ma}
the previous year. The new lapsed buildings, discarded many times with legislators vancement of Colored People.
bill for S350.000 included

a From the lake bed and shore

Perris - Elsinore branch.
warren Jr.
councilmen Walter
One board member, Frank A RESOLUTION voicing and
Royce 0. Bell i
De Pasquale, for a time fol gratitude for the City Coun- the complaints ar.
Governor Brown cil's interest in recent peti- with the NA.ACP gr
took lowed

amount was $200,000.

furniture, old privies and

MOST OF THE original
S150.000 the two legislators got

dead trees.

in Sacramento.

THE CLEANING JOB
for Lake Elsinore in 1955 has seven months with men work

around with a band every tions from the organization The council also
recently been spent to make ing every weekend and holi time he came into the south.
that charged police brutality resolution deplorinf
the attractive and usable pic days, but it made the chan De Pasquale even crashed
and harrassment or Negro amples of harrassm
nic and camp grounds at the nel a better place to run wa
private banquet with his motorists was drafted byifuture.
park,
ter when water comes and the musicians so he could talk to Earl Mitchell, of the PerrisOf the entire appro.oriation.jdry lake

bed

and

shore Governor Brown about get- Good Hopc-Elsinore chapt-

approximately .S193.r'0-j still'a place to be .proud of.

'ing water for Lake Elsinore.

remains earmarked for landi V/omen, led by Mrs. Jack

IMITCHELIFS

,which was.read
Two weeks ago. MitchelL

presented petitions and:cil Tuesday nisht.
acquisition at Lake ElsLnore.jGunderson. provided lunches THE BOAT CLUBS of strongly worded statements his organization w
Southern California, orga
gratified with the
With the passage of t h e'for the workers.
nized by J. F. Garner and to the council that indicated"^

.response and
S350.000 appropriation oni Boy Scouts led by adults George Fawcett of Elsinore.
'pled.ged that the X,
March 23, 1956. in Sacramen-'have gone over the entire lake have worked year after year
to. Lake Elsinore became alt)ed for. cans and other de to inform the state officials MOSCOW OD — Californiamo desire to hampc
state park bv announcement;bris. Practically eveiw' organ- of the need to buy water for pianist Roy Bogas received,lice department in
prolonged, enthusiastic ap-iforcement, nor to ob
of the State Park Commis-jization and almost every per-'Lake
Elsinore.
plause here yesterday for his enforcement of tral
sion. ,
i
Success came in April of

THERE WAS T.ALK m Ei-|f^oiinrilninn

sinore about closing out Lakei^^*-''ivIllIIUI I
Elsinore Recreation and Parkj

-

, ,

District, the local tax dis-;COOKC r'l\/ir'

trict, but the Division of;
Beaches and Parks said

it;

V-8VIV.

performance in the final au tions."

this

year when Governor ditions of the Tchaikovsky pi Bell said police h
Brown signed the state budg ano competition.
I instructed to "shov

et with the item in it of S750,
000 to buy - water and build
launching facilities for Lake
Elsinore State Park,

■

should not yet be done. It center lease

The funds will come from

the revolving fund of state

could be a liaison between the,

state and the people here,. perRIS-.4 freshman cilv,small
. . Craft Harbors
, ■ Coramis
. ,
Lake Elsinore Recreationicouncilman
' "^^pich had p^e^lously
Recreationjcouncilman has
has volunteered
volunteered toi^.®
to;'
'given the loan a tentative

and Park District board has|tackle a target that has elud-i

had four presidents since it^ed the city's legislators forjendorsement.

was organized by vote of the!more than a year — a civic' The $750,000 loan will be
under the state
people in 1949 — W. F.j center lease with'the County

Holmes, Victor Hefty. Galal Board of Supervisors.

CATcl

boating fees

'

Gough, and Richard Hibbert. The prospective tackier is:
Four directors have actedI Dw-ight Benton Minnich, whoi THE USABLE lake is ex, was elected last month along'pected to attract many thouas secretary — L. W. Wolf,

the late Ralph Kilgore, LoydI with Royce 0. Bell.

Jsands of boating and water

Longe and Iva Keegan. Other Minnich told the council'skiing enthusiasts from South"
directors have been: T. A.iTuesday night he will ask:ern California who now must

u

f

Harrison, T. C. Likins, Rob-jCounty Supeiwisor Fred Mc-jtrail their boats long distanc
ert Claxton, Harry Brewer.!Call why the board can't es to find a place to use them
Lyle Hodges. John Edwardsjcome to terms concerning^ when the new park is dedi
and Frank De Pasquale. . Jease of civic center facilitiesicated Saturday there'll be
Ttjir cTi^t>v
1 donecounty
offices,
as has
been.speeches
the somanv
IHL
MOKl off the maKin other
county
cities
in sons who about
worked
hardperto
Inp c-; Lake Elsmoro State recent ye.-.rs.
nmke the nark a realitv.
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mmc
m

turned on at Lakcview Salur-;

LUKe cisinore liiiing

:day. giant bulldozers were;
:■ starting two marinas on Lake:
.Elsinore.

1 Each marina must have a;

draws large fhrongs
shallow eastern end of the

ELSIXORE - The peo also reported extra heavy

, pie of Southern California
continue to be interested in

the filling of Lake Elsinore.
Colorado River water was

turned Saturday from the

aqueduct at Lakeview, into
the San Jacinto River to

flow to Lake. Elsinore.

At least 50 days are. es
timated for the 30,000 acre
feet of water to be run.(An
acre foot is 325,000 gallons).

—Ten' "thoueand persons
miist have converged on
Lake Elsinore last Sunday
to see the water. The State

Park counter registered 5,
104 sightseers passing the
entrance gate. They came
from the Los Angeles, San

Diego, San Bernardino and
coast areas, looking for the
water which had not yet ar

rived in the park end of the
dry. lake bed. Picnicking
fees were paid by 230 cars.
At least 5,000 more per
sons lined the banks of the
San Jacmto River near tne

lake and the shores of the
lake bed itself.

Two cafes, the Club Cafe

and the Village Inn. had to
lock their doors temporar

'channel from the lake to the

iland and a large square boat

dry lake bed.

crowds.

Visitors still were coming

The people remained until

iwork must be completed be-

I fore water reaches the westi
iend of the lake where the ma-|
u •
♦ w
•

Valafter dark to see the water • ,in and ,out, of Elsinore
.
.rinas
lev vesterdav m more than |

come under the bridges and

ofdhiarv numbers. The!

flow on toward the lake.

are being estabbshed. ;
.

!

many days will pass^-i

bridge over the San Jacinto
some water arrhes..But:
River at .Mission Trail was IRooert .A. Skinner chief engi-|
lined with persons sitting
.'f Metropolitan ater
on the railings and watch- ;jDistrict.
said a full lake wiBi
not be achieved under 50

.Vt'midnight Sundav they

could see from' a state pa
L-ol car that the water had
filled the river where it

mg the water pass beneath.

emptied into the lake.

days.

Some of the young boat

Many bulldozers were work
Beaches and Parks has in-^ witlv one another, in being ing j^sterday — too many iJ
stalled a measuring device .first to hit the water. Lou count — on the two marina
here in order to measure' Goulart probably made it sites. Both marinas are be
The

State

Dhdsion

of

ing crowd of Elsinore vied

before anyone else when he '

the water that actually en
ters the lake and thus de
termine the loss of water in

went into the river near the

RoUie Brown, in his Mer

In the state car we pro
ceeded out into the. lake

road for the purpose of the
patrolling.

and Tex Janice, early yes
first into the lake waters.

Weatherby, as

the

of the lake bed that was • vision of Beaches and Parks.
made to route the water

I said negotiation? had beenj

with .heavy equipment and
operators from San Cie
mente. the headquarters of

first 10 the western deep -made with the Watkins com-i

Freddy Mokes in his lb

district six.

ipany for the marina on park'
because no one had

horse power Scott was the 'come forward vith an accep-; E.XPEiriyNS
first motor boat to try the
bid. according to Robi| shows M^gai

Operators are patrolling
and standing, by to repair
any damage done to the

ter from spreading into the

company.

somewhat below

and down the bulldozed
John Hightower, chief of
channel through the middle I concessions for the state Di

trict. Six of the State Divi

sion of Beaches and Parks,

others. Other Elsinore cafes

development

lands

They rode their boat up picnic grounds.

is remaining in' the area

thrown up to keep the wa

the

terday morning made it The other is on state park

sistant supervisor for Dis

dikes

ONE M.ARINA is near the

cury outboard and with his southwest corner of Lake Elsi
companions Buzz Henes nore on property o^^^led by

over a specially bulldozed

ily in the middle of the day
.until they could serve those
inside and have space for

chieL owners are Jess Wat

bridges on Sunday night in
kins and Jerry Stanley.
a plastic boat.

its flow down the river.

William

Watkins De

velopment Company, whose

river, also early yesterday. .-Francisco, public relations

morning.
: manager for the Watkins in- _ cheorleador, i
T. C. Morris was the first iterests.

wrnch have been

to ski in the new water. | ^vatkins has a contract with: '
-the Division of Beaches andj
Parks, which involves a por-j

Hearings on zone changes
on Hemet planners7:30 agenda
in the Hemet City Coun-;bring the water to Lake Elsi-,
Mion, of the income from thei
: two marinas.
:

•

Runni

WITH THE FEES paid by;

boaters, the dirision \rill re-;

By Fr(

;imburse the State Small Craft j
: Harbors for the S750.(XX).bor-i

rowed from that agency to!

By FRANK .\D.AMS

nent conditional use permits.

Daily Enterprise Staff Writer
-gre major items On the Hem-;Cil chambers.
HEMET — Public hearingsiet Planning Commission agen- Change of zone

:nore.

,

applications! As the Colorado River wa-| Will the i

.'are from Herbert B. Adams! ter purchased from Metropoli
on trwo applications for zone;da for' Wednesday night,
changes and two for perma-i The commission meets at and G. M\t11 Tibbitts. Bothitan Water District at its Lake

hearings are continued fromj^n®^' aquduct. rolled Saturday
jgji 15

Dorothy Vosburg

Doris and

j down the San Jacinto River,

HEMET 

The Adams property, locat- toward Lake Elsinore, t h e

Debbie, can cele

ed on the north side of Stet- ground - breaking ceremo February if he v
were held at the two
A gift cert
i
!R-1. Adams is asking for re- Hugo Fisher, administrator; found in a doic

!son betAveen Santa Fe and nies

Former Romono

has Janus lead
HEMET — Dorothy Bailey

jBuena Vista, is now zoned marinas.

of natural resources for the! noon. There's i
ing for a change from R1 to state, tlirew the first shovell only hold it u
iR3 on the southwest corner full of dirt in the State park,! named Pam, Do
while many state, county, lo-i
;of Stetson and Santa Fe.
; Hearing on application for cal and water district officials'
looked
on.
; conditional use permit from

Izoning to R-3. Tibbitts is ask

Mrs. Vosburg is, a veter-

Vosburg has beer. ca.=^'. a.- .less an nerforme- in iocai '.riu.sr■

J. .Anderson, is also conlinufri :."om .Ian. 15. .-\nder-
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PRACTICALLY all the of-

Hemet Eien

vdi:

diisi off e

tion.
; he condmons as Ihey wei-e;pr(,p„,y
the sca«
state
The State Legislature. I hei^om 1949 to I9.il. The lake.
like to buy aroimd Lake
Park Commission, the De-;had dwindled during thoseiEisinore would double and

partment of. Natural Rc-iTcars and went completely.treble in price. He said the de

sources and its Division ofjhry m 1951.

Usion to make Lake Elsinore

Beaches and Parks all have! Engineer A. L. Sonderreger a state park should-not long
been given approval to theiof Los Angeles had been hiredibe delayed
Lake Elsinore State Park pearly in the formation of the I Knmvland a.k-pH nuu-nrth if
proj^and
helped to set park district to prepare alhe'^cl'd^gefat ap m n'

■' "PHOWEVER, .tlfese

a , K r r of Lake^EI- ' Sen.-Dilwofth
t" S350,000 insaid,
the Senate.
and.stabilization
"I am .

bodies

smore. The Sonderreger Plan . ■ a disadvantage' in. asking
is still referred to with great |at
the Senate to appropriate

first had to be informed and
convinced. That was the work

respect.

local persons set out to do.

He

Gala! Gough, president of

funds when the commission

planned

300

foot

has not yet made Lake Elsi-

wide main channel and a pro-inore a state^'park.'-^'

the First National Bank of El

sinore, was president of Lake tective shelter for small boats
in the. yacht basin at -1h e

Elsinore Recreation and Park

THE RESOLUTION., w a s

ready.It wasiyphipped ^t and
District Board during these south west part of the lake. put througfe-:.Senator Dil
: years.
HE PLANNED to deepen worth asked for a copy and he
and- members of his
this end and build a dike to and Assemblyman. L. M.

jboard^made, frequent trips to
off the shallow east end Backstrand ■ (now senator)
'.Sacramento to give informa cut
of the lake bed. He said main left.
r.'
'
jtion and confer with state of tenance of the "pool elevation They had jiist. seven min
ificials.- IV'o members of Elsi-

of the yacht basin and chan

to get the three blocks to
jhore Woman's Club, Mrs. nel would require provision utes
the capitpl, have the amend

iJohn Edwards and Mrs. Har

for a supplemental water
ivey French also went to Sac- supply of 600 acre feet a sea ment formulated. and ready
to present in. the Senate."

!ramento in behalf of the lake

son during extended droughts. Backstraiid dashed into| the
(An acre foot is equal to 325, Legislative Counsel ofhce to

'park project.

I The State Park Commis

000 gallons of water.)

get the amendment drafted.
At. a meeting of the "com Dilworth hurried to the' Sen
mission on March 23, 1953 at ate. The Assemblyman soon
Riverside on Oct. 27, 1951,
that the acquisition and devel Pacific Grove, the commis followed with the amendment,
opment of Lake Elsinore as a sion' passed a resolution ap handed it to the .Senator and
state park, would- be in the proving the plan and project Dilworth went oh the floor of
of Lake Elsinore Park Dis- the Senate to explain it to
public interest. ■
sion had

told

the

Elsinore

park board in its meeting at

■ jtrct. The commission said itiother senators.
1 BUT BEFORE acquisition.;would find Lake Elsinore suit-!
. n. t i. j ' i

:the state would have to be|able for a park when $500,-1 DIL\\ORTH had' already
Iconvinced that the lake could:000 could be appropriated —|(Turn to CRE.piT. Page B-2)
■ continue to have a permanent!S200,000 for the site and $300,-'

-—

supply of water and-also thatjooo for the' first part of de

isufficient upland area

for velopment. ■

J.camp and picnic grounds and

'parking of cars could be pro

Hemet.

THE CRUCIAL State Park

Commission meeting came on

vided.

March 23, 1956 in Sacramen

The park board bought the

CLASSIFIED

upland area in 1952 and '53 to. President Joseph R. Knowaltogether 72 acres be land presided. The commis

tween Riverside Street and

the lake — for a total of $52,
000.

sion had received Bookman's

SERVICE

report seven days before.
Nelson Dilworth, then State;

Theboard got $10,000 togeth-1Senator for this county, was!

As Near As Your

er to pay the Department of I at the meeting. He was await-j

Telephone, In

Water Resources to make aiinS the decision to makCj
survey of the lake area and)Lake Elsinore a state park.|
provide a feasibility report, jLater, at his home in Hemet.,
' Of this the county gave $5,000.1he told the story to this rei|

HEMET

the State Water ResourcesiPorter.

Agency. $3,000, and the localj Time was running out. The

Call:

Agency engineer Max Book et was scheduled for 10:30:
man made the"^ report. It that morning in the Senate.

NELL PRUE

park aboard $2,000.

'final vote on the state budg-

showed that stabilizing the Elsinore'

was^on the p a r k|

lake with water was feasible. commission' agenda : for

BOOKMAN reported that in

o'clock^ :

'V

10

■ '

a 40-year study period, 1915- GOliGH IWEW of the hur
16 through 1954-55, the Son ry. He wound up the talks!

Eleanor' AA'cDermottI'
• ••

:

■" ^ ' "-'s

65-83244

derreger Plan would havejby pressing for a. decision,
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LaKe parK STory—o

Elsinore state parti
By EVALINE .MORKISON ,
■EDITOR'S yOTE: This is the final article in a three:vart

DsiW Enterprisi StaH Wriler

ELSIXORE -When Lake: se'-ies nri the jormniion of La'^-'e Elsbuire SLcte Turk, which
will he dedicated Saturday.)
Elsinore Stale Park is dedi

cated Saturday, it will mean
that many state agencies

have asreed that Lake Elsi-I^^intained water in the lakejHe told the commissioners
nore is desirable for recrea-

years longer than under jthat it the lake should fill, the

tion.

conditions as they ^^'6reipj.Qpgj.^y ^v•hich the state

The . State Legislature. the;irom 1949 to 1951. The

j_q

Park Commission, the De- ^ad dwindled during those ^js^noi-e would double and

partment of Natural Re-years and went completely treble in price. He said the de
sources and its Division of^Qri" m 19ol.

to make Lake Elsinore

Beaches and Parks aU have! Engineer A. L. SonderregerU state park should not long
been given approval to the.of Los Anseles had been hired'be delaved.

Lake Elsinore State Park early in the formation of the j Knowl'and asked Dilworth if
pro.iect and heiped to set park district to prepare a he could get an. appropria
ition for S350.(K)0 in the Senate.

HOWEVER

these bodies

stabilization of Lake El-1 Sen. Dilworth said, "I am

-Tirst had to be informed and^^^^Jjj; IfLred to^
jconvinced. That was the worki'L™,

^ disadvantage in. asking

8real:,he Senate to appropriate

hocal persons set out to do.! ,7
coum'ss'on
i Gala] Gou.ch n^esident of'
planned a 300 foot has not yet made Lake Elsi
\a't--nai' B?"k of E'- ^^■^dc.main
channel and a pro- nore a state park."
tectivp shelter for small borits
sinore. was president of Lake

lElsinore Recreation and Park,'"

>acht basin at thC;

avrin-^ thP^jDirirmt r^oa.Q cunn^.
thesc^

THE

wj
itRESOLUTION
wa« \rhinnpri m-t-nri

d the lake. .p,,.
'
through.. Senator"-"tD il

i

,
,
asked for a copy and he
■ j -rtc
members
of. ,.
his ; HE PL.AN.NEn to^ deepen■^^'crth
to:and Assemblyman
L. M.
iwoard mane irequer.t. trips to
shallow east end Backstrand mow senator)

^Sacrar^mo to ziN^e :niorma-;^f .he lake bed. He said main- left.
T^vn

i Tnhn Eriu--vri- anri Mr-

)f\-Dv Fr nr-h

P"°^ elevation; They had just seven min

\lr^

Chan- utes to get the three blocks to

would require provision'the capltol, have the amend

u-/nt tn

n aLn f

^ Supplemental water;ment formulated and ready

600 acre feet a sea-'to present in the Senate.

■A- pa?k project

extended droughts., Backstrand dashed into the

' The Stale' Pa'-k Comm'--

'Begislative Counsel office to

's=ion had told the Eisino'r'ei ® ®
iget the amendment drafted.
S park board in its meetins .atl 1^'.^ meeting of the com-puworth hurried to the Sen-

d'Rivers'de on Get "7 19-1 'niis.^^ion on March 23, 19o3 at'ate. The Assemblyman soon

' khat the acquisition and defei-iP^"™
commis-ifoiiowed with the amendment
kpment of Lake Elsinore as
a resolution ap-;handed it to the Senator and
istate park, would be in the:P™;''"8 the plan and project.Dilworth went on the Hoor of
inublic'interest

Elsinore Park Dis-the Senate to explain it to

■

:trct. The commission said itiother senators.

; BUT BEFORE acquisition.^would find Lake Elsinore suit-i

, ,

,

,

:the state would have to be:able for a park when $500,-! DIL^^ORTH had already
jconvinced that the lake could 000 could be appropriated —^(Turn to CREDIT Page B-2)

'continue to, have a permanent;S200.000 for the site and $300,

Isupply of water and also thatjOOO for the first part of de
jsufficient upland area f o rivelopment.

.. ;camp and picnic grounds and,
rpr'nAL Statp Park
^^tate
Park
g.marking
-4 fj of cars could be pro-L
iCommission meeting
came
on

oUVhe park board bought theiy^^''
mpland area in 1952 and 'SSi
i

1 ♦ r\rfftf rt f* **9

rapfoc

D- '
an
rn ~
tween Risers,de
Street and,
the lake — for a totai of So^.-: .R

QQQ

Hemet

CLASSIFIED

prGSiQGu. iliG corniniS'

rccGived Bookman's

SERVICE

'

• Nelson Dilworth, then State

:Ij The bor.rd eoi SIO.OOO togeih- Senator for this^^county, was
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A View of Yesterday and Today
^■>5
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Remember when the Showboat, located on the south side of Lake Elsinore was

the place to take your best gal. for a soda, dancing or just to sit and talk?
The evenings when the lights from this vessel reflected on the water and the
music that was being played from tne bandstand on the top level could be
heard for miles around? That was yesterday, and now it

sits, the wind rips

through the broken windows and doors, the planks are rotted and the steps a
danger to walk on. ghosts of the past linger there . . . in our memories.
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La Laguna Revue—January, 1965
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h a lar

Plan for stabilizing lake
in mail to residents
to a task force composed of rcpre- to the Lake Elslnore RecreX^nd
Park District board, which will bandie financing ofthe plan.

Plan C calls for dredging and re

i>0
i>0
-A.

contouring the lake bottom and sides.
.Building a dike across the eastern
cno and constructing a holding
(evaporation)pond for watercircula
tion will insure stabilization of lake
water level at 1,240 feet above sea
level and also will improve water
quality,the planning firm believes.

William Penn Mott Jr., director
of state parks, requested *'a feasible

plan"as the preliminary step toward

saving Lake Elsinore from drying up.
The lake level is now down to 1 
231.2.It is dry at 1225.

'

One of the three lake bed wells

that supply fresh water to the lake
will not be repaired for several

weeks, another has been operating
.sporadically and only one has been In
operation most of thi.s summer..

-

The brochure explaining Plan C
IS hoped to rally support in the com
munity toward obtaining the money
from state and federal agencies to

begin the implementalion ofthe plan.

>P»I%
c

Lloyd Brown with pier built in 1925. Lake is how 250 feet away.

Jh
p
p

3

^^^TerBuchak^^^'

the Rotary and own^rofRalph's MarineSupply
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Lake Elsinore Coun

try Club overlooks
the west end of Lake
Elsinore. r - •

L.H. PAHrrS - I^ke Elsinore -■

Sl.ab;i ] iza I i on

Pfoijs Enterprise

Mareli 10. lOy;^ P2

Paf^e 'I\;o

-1^

Jb:

'•?

<wS«k^ ^

TOs is one of three well installations at I^ke'Elsinore which

■fumish underground water for the lake. Each well,pumps water

into ;the lake from a depth of 1800 feet. (Photo courtesy of Dalton
Atherton)
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Sunday, April 5,

Riverside, tolifornia

By EVALINE MORRISON
Press-Enterprise Staff Writer

"

^-.ELSINORE — Thousands of recreation enthusiasts came to Lake Elsinore
^^terday to celebrate its official opening. The water was smooth, the air still
and the sun shone for.the ribbon cutting ceremonials of the re-newed lake.
..^.Officials from Sacramento—
■ •""m good ^ numbers ^ dignified
.uto^^occarion, th^ cuhnination Watkms Development Com tire student body of Elsinore
-Ibi several'yems*: work on the pany started on Feb. 1, the Naval and Miltaiy School
■ : p^'.'of local and state agen day the water began to run, marched in their dress uni
to build its first marina. With
cies and people. . ;
forms.
;. The Stete Dirision of Beacb a crash program, the com

: iy'^'and Parks had fulfilled its pany had a. marina, launch

HUGO FISHER, adminis

trator of the-State Resources
.'.roadways,
•^rprbma^Jto ■ buy",30,000_^CTe •mg
many'ot^r facilities ready by Agency,.the main • sp^er,
■ ;^f^';pf
;^m Metra^li Mar<±.V„12,|
;boats .were

. ^'tin iffetCT:'I)istnct to 'fill Lake

spoke from a platform set up

firrt'ailow^ on the.lake.-..

near the w'ater.;':" }.T , '

sDUE{TOk the,-hIarch;rams, w *T think;ti^iis"one of the

m(^ progrg^y^.-and agg^

Ihe

etn'.X'^

~ . duct Tat'Lekeviewr

ddr^jthe f(raeriy^i

y.t^}^ii^ac;mto w

ra

m m,
iSaJPinas'

—i.tb^eih
ber-baildt.^

Eb^an^SrlO :jPISHER:is^credited;';with
,Wvi

pujhmg ^the'^'•'I^'e •''■Eisinbre
the'^^Tpfsj'M:^e mard^g project
"t^bgK in'the'accel

pi high^.sdiddi,;bahS.s in:^eir erated pace it acquired after

colorful.^linifprms. .-The" en the recent" legislature had
acknowledged and. approved

the program. ,
Harry Dougherty, attorney
for Lake Elsinore Recreation

and Park District, introduced
officials, each of whom said

they approved of the L^e
Elsinore project and were de
lighted at its culmination.
Those speaking were Char
les A. DeTurk, director of the

Department of Parks and
Recreation;

Edward

F.

Dolder, chief of the Division of
Beaches and Parks; Alfred J.
Stem, chairman of the State
Park Commission, and John

Annan, president of Small
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gjor fish kill at Lake Elsinore
predicted
By PAUU KRINER
'Unless we get a phenomenal
The Press-Enterprise
amount of rain in the next two
A state ranger predicts that months, and I don't see that, the
tons of fish in Lake Elsinore could conditions will be the same as
die next summer unless there is they were in 1972." said Jeff Bo

ample rain in the coming months vee, head ranger of the Lake
to replenish the lake.

Elsinore State Recreation Area.
"That year there were 800
tons of fish on the beaches. It took

them li days to clean it up."
Two years of drought have
taken a toll. A combination of low
water volume and warmer tem

peratures can cause conditions

that are lethal to the bass, catfish.
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shad and carp in the lake, Bovee

said. ^ the water evaporates,
salts, alkalines and other minerals
become concentrated in toxic lev
els. Algae, which bloom abundant

ly in warmer temperatures, de
plete the oxygen supply in the
water.

The lake needs a large supply
of fresh water to prevent those
conditions from occurring, Bovee
said.

It is not uncommon for fish to
die in the lake, even in times
(See WATER, Page B-6)

(From Page B-1)
when me water level is high. But

when me water] volume is low,

more fish are likely to die. Major
fish icllls in Lake Elsinore were
recorded In 1933, 1940, 1948, 1966

and 1972, according to a 1974
study by a Newport Beach consuiting firm, EDAW, Inc.

Between last August and Oc
tober, several hundred fish died
when me water level of me lake
dropped to about 1,237 feet above

sea level and me water tempera
ture rose to 82-84 degrees, Bovee
said.

The situation will be worse

next summer,he predicted. Bovee
expects me water level to contin
ue to decline. "Last monm me
lake level declined even wim me
rain arid cold weamer,"

The lake elevation is current
ly just under 1,236 feet above sea ■

>5

level. Wimout sufficient rain, me
water level could reach a low of

1,232 feet above sea level, me
same level as in 1972, Bovee said.
Lake Elsinore is a natural
basin for me run-off from me San

Jacinto River watershed. Unlike
other Riverside County lakes.

Lake Elsinore was formed by na
ture in times of flooding. It is

PAULA KRINER/The Pre:

shallow, wim a maximum depm is

17 feeL Most Riverside County
lakes are man-made storage res
ervoirs, like Lake Ferris, which is
165 feet deep.

Ranger Jeff Bovee stands where water receded in Lake Elsinore because of a lack
wide fluctuations in

nore's

water

level

Lake F.lsi

because

of

Reservoirs don't face major flooding and droughts. The lake
fish kills because of meir depm

includes building a levee at me
soumeastem end of the lake, im

proving me lake's inflow and out

dried up in 1951 for me first time

flow channels and creating more

and meir continuous supply of since 1881. It dried up again in

recreation areas along me shore.

water. Lake Elsinore,like me Sal
ton Sea in soumeast Riverside

1954, and would have remained

dry, except for a few months,

County, does not have a regular until the 1969 fiood if the state
inflow and outflow of water to
flush me lake of mineral and
nutrient concentrations.

Water that once flowed into
Lake Elsinore from streams has

Department of Parks and Recrea

tion had not imported water to fill
me lake, according to me EDAW
study on lake stabilization.

Bovee is

bracing for

me

worst mis summer. The fish kill is

likely unless steps are taken to
prevent il such as aerating me
water or treating it chemically to
keep oxygen in it
Although expensive, Bovee

Construction of a $39.6 mil

been diverted by dams. The only lion project to stabilize Lake Elsitime water drains from the
is nore's wamr level and improve
when me elevation reaches 1,260 me water'quality is expected to
feet abo\h^ sea level Bov^ said- begin this spring and be complet
There have historically been ed in me fall of 1990. The jiroject
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believes mose options provide a

better alternative man letting na
ture take its course. 'T*d ramer

look at options of preventing il

rather than cleaning it ug/* he
said.

PRESS ENTERPRISE

DATE

Lake shore

sprayed with
algae eaters
The Presa-Enterprise
LAKE ELSINORE

In an efforttosalvage Labor Day
weekend tourism* the dty isspray?
ing tbeshore of Lake Elsinore with

bacteria to eliminate its rotten-egg
smell.

The city will pay Brach & Allard
Inc of Santa Ana abbut $5,000 to
spray the beach and shore with

algae-eating bacteria b^iiming to*
day: The bacteria will continue to

feed on pungent, rotting algae for
up to one month,according to BUI
Basham,the city's special projects
coordinator.

Algae has consumed so much
oxygen that about 45 tons of flsh

suffocated in the lake a week ago.
The carcasses were hauled to a
dump near Corona

The spray I5 not harmful to
humans or animals and has been
approved by the state. Basham

said. Spraying will focus at Lake
Elsinore State Recreation Area
and along Lakeshore Drive.

The bacteria's algae consump
tion will produce oxygen in the
lake, which could help prevent
future flsh kills, Basham said.
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LEMA board requests safety
plan for lake aeration system
By LOWANNA MAXWELL

Assistant Managing Editor

Plans for an aeration system
designed to help clean up algae in
Lake Elsinore were presented last
week to members of the Lake

Elsinore Management Authority.
The City of Lake Elsinore pre
sented its final design report and
specifications for the aeration sys
tem, which is expected to be in
stalled next spring, for the LEMA

tors would work to bring water

from the depth of the lake. By
doing so, officials hope to prevent
algae growth, thus preventing fish
kills, which keep boaters and
swimmers from using the lake.
LEMA members, however, ex

pressed concerns about boating
safety. The State Department of
Parks and Recreation also had

requested a safety plan be submit
ted, the staff report noted,

bottom instead of floating up
where they might be damaged by
boat propellers.
While the buoys are planned as
partofthesystem'ssafetyfeatures.

Don Monohan,state parkssupervi
sor,questioned whether they might
also serve as a hazard.

"I'm looking at itfrom a boater's
point of view — I don't want this to
turn into a slalom course," he said.

board's review.The system, which

"I have serious concerns about

would be removed at the end of

Monohan told LEMA members

boatersafety," noted George Cook,

each summer season, is expected
to cost about 5117,000, or $17,000
less than originally estimated, offi

regional director for the state
parks department

he and other parks staffers would
set up markers at the same inter

cials noted.

A repon on the design and

vals proposed in the plan and

Charles Cole, consultant on the

measure them off in a boat to

project said the the cables will be

determine if the buoy placement
would become a safety problem.

weighted to keep them on the lake

testing of the aerators, which

would be donated to the project
from Elsinore Valley Municipal ,
Water District, showed the aera^
•sis?

m:

— staff photo by Lowanna Maxwell(

An aerator set up by the concessionaire

officials plan to put in will work, bring-[

at Lake Elsinore shows how a system

Ing up water from the depth of the lake. !
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Snapshots of County History

^ ■

^"U

Bad spotfor boating

C"

Lake Elslnore was dry In 1964,driving recre

itmm ^ ationai operations such as this out of busi

ness. A dirt road ran across
Yf^r. It
jwas also dry in 1810,'•830
nearly overflowed as well, in 1841. 1922.
'
and 1980.The history of the city by the lake, which was
established about 1885. has been by deeply affected by _

these floods and droughts. Recently,steps have been taken
to make the lake more stable.

fMI./Ih.

SM,sh.» .III b. pobllshcl ie5.l.rl, ..Ml HWersUe

County's centennial celebration In Hay.

-—

o,.,. .
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7- 93

DATE

PRESS ENTERPRISE

Tractor

TIRES

they are released in oceans. Those
chemicals include hydrocarbons,

which in high concentrations have
'Continued from B-1
Boating Is prohibited in water east

tires are
boater's

of the levee, where the tires are
confined, so chances are remote
that a boater could even crash into
a tire, he said.

Earlier this year, storm water
filled the wetlands habitat and its

reef, a shelter to protect small

alligators

sively decay materials, he said,
while the lake has comparatively
low salts and virtually no currents.
He also noted the district used only

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
in Ventura, said another snidy
concluded submerged tires do not

now submerged.

Martin Kenney, a biologist with
the US. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Jim Rorabaugh, a biologist for

give off harmful chemicals.

The state Depanment of Fish
and Game prefers to use other,
more dense materials for reefs,

said biologist Dennis Bedford.

said a 1989 study revealed there is

"The darned things Just don't

potential for auto tires to release

stay in place," he said of tires.
"They're just not dense enough."

harmful chemicals over time if

By Susan M. Loux

The Press-Enterpnse
LAKE ELSINORE

Robert Vermllllon remembered a re

cent excursion in his sailboat on Lake
Elsinore in which the bow brushed up

against a glistening, ridge-backed ob}ecL
"I thought it was the back of an

alligator," the former Lake Elsinore Qty
Councilman said yesterday.
Then he turned and saw more nearby.

"1 thought, Tm up to my annpits in
alligators,'" he said. "It spooked me."
A couple of residents had reported
seeing alligator-Uke creatures in the lake's
flood plain, but authorities have been
unable to conflrm they exist
What VermilUon encountered were ac

.ually giant traaor tires that had broken
free of an artiflcial reef when storm water

inundated the flood plain last winter.
Residents have reported seeing as many as
a dozen mammoth tires bob in the water
since then.

The reel is part of a 400-acre wetlands

built by the Elsinore Valley Municipal
Water District Just behind an earthenlevee
east of the lake.

The water district is trying to devise a

plan to retrieve the stray tires and retuni
them to the reef permanently.
It won't be easy. The tires are eight feet
in diameter, weigh about one ton a piece,
and are hard to spot because they are

mosUy submerged, said Mark Dennis,
district spokesman.

Ocean currents and salts aggres

about 100 tires.

2,400 acres of flood plain that are

health hazard.

Dennis said that study has no

beanng on the district's reef.

Dennis said. As water rose, some of

the reef were lifted by air trapped
within them, he said. They drifted
over a protective berm and into the

official says there is no

said.

aquatic life from predators and
encourage nesting and spawning,
the more than 100 tires that form

►Tires have broken free of
an artificial reef at Lake
Elsinore. A water district 

been shown to cause cancer, he



Meanwhile, Vermiilioa has contacted
the U,S. Environmental Protection Agency
because he is concerned the tires may be

polluting the lake with chemicals. Repre
sentatives will visit the lake next week to
evaluate the situation, said James Romero,
environmental scientist

Dennis said state and federal regulatory

agencies approved of the tire reef andIt Is
not considered a health or safety hazard.

Please see TliftES.B-9
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Gity ready
to signup
algae eaters

ALGAE
Continued from B-1
as needed.

Eventually, the city plans to
stock the lake with various algaeeating fish, Watenpaugh said. The
organism will not affect the fish.
Last year, the city hired Brach
and Allard to treat the dead algae
tliat was causing a foul odor in the

By Zion Banks
The Press-Enterprise
LAKE ELSINORE

Help is on the way.
-r.
The city is expected to sign a $343,000

lake, Brach said.
But the scum and smell returned

contract today with a Santa Ana biotech

this year with a vengeance after
winter rains dumped 30 feet of
water in the lake, prompting a
feeding frenzy by the algae.
In May, the city began treating
the lake with weekly doses of
copper sulfate to suppress growih.
But the copper sulfate can kill fish

nology firm that wnll dump 36,000 pounds
of algae-eating bacteria into Lake Elsi-

nore.
••
"3;;
City oflScials say it's the first step toward
restoring the lake to its former glory and
attracting tourists back to to^n. The.three
forms of algae in the lake smell bad and

turn, bathers' swimwear green.
Brach and Allard Inc. of Santa Ana.is
expected to begin:treating the infested
.water Monday with an organism that will

and city oflicials wanted to use a

quicker method because the recre
ational season was approaching.
Watenpaugh said cleaning the

eat the plants.

One councilman said the picneerihg

lake is crucial if tourisL= are to

treatment is too risky.

return.

He's confident it will eliminate

"There's no track record of treating a
lake such as this,"said Councilman George

the problem.
"We have nothing to lose at this
point. If we were to dust copper

Alongi, who voted against the treatment
earlier this month.

Alongi said no one has ever treated

sulfate over the entire lake, it

three different fonns of algae at one time

would cost us just as much. .\nG
we'd end up killing all the fish."

with the bacteria.

:

"We're taking a big gamble." he saiid.

Richard Watenpaugh, the cir>''s special
projects manager, said the 35 billiori
gallon-Iake will be the largest body of
water treated for excessive algae growth
with the organism, known by the trade
name Aqua-treat.

The organism eats the nutrients that
feed the algae and allow it to proliferate,
said Duane Brach, president of Brach and
Allard.

Then it eats the algae.
The five-day treatment will end July 3,
two days after the city takes control of the
lake from the state. Contractors will
return the next t\vo weeks to treat the lake

ii

Please see ALGAE,B-4
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APPENDIX H

MISCELLANEOUS
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Occupation

Age

# years in Lake Elsinore

Miles from the lake

How many times a year do you visit or use the lake?

Do you(circle all that apply)regularly use the lake for boating,fishing,
water-skiing, picnicking or swimming?

What,as you see it,is the lake's bestfeature?
What,as you see it,is the community's bestfeature?
What,as you see it, is the lake's biggest problem?

What,as you see it,is the community's biggest problem?
What word best describes the lake?

How do you feel that the community perceivcK^ the lake?

From 1(worst)to 10(best)rate each ofthe following.
Lake Elsinore as a community.,
the lake's level of pollution.,
the lake's level ofgeneral cleanliness.,
the lake as a recreational area,

the lake's quality offish.,
the lake's quality of water.,
the lake's scenic value.,

the lake's importance to the community ofElsinore..

maintenance ofthe lake..
Other comments:
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Elsinore Lake

The following is a list of the Lake owners, dating back more than

100 years,. This appeared in the Lake Elsinore Valley Sun for Feb
28th, 1952, as the lake begins its existence with the 21st owner.
The Elsinore Lake Foundation.

A chronicle of the various owners of the lake reads like a history of
Elsinore Valley, and reaches back to the days when the valley , and
.reaches back to the days when the valley was a part of Mexico.

The first owner was Julian Manriquez who received a grant to
Rancho La Laguna, embracing the lake, on Jan 1st, 1844, from

Manuel Micheltorena, Governor of the Dept. of Cal., then a part of
Mexico.

Since that time, not counting the various banking institutions
which have held title for short periods, the lake has been vested in
succession in the following persons:
First transfer.
Second:

To Don Abel Stearns, 1851

Augustin Machado 1858

Third:

Ramona Sepulveda de Machado and her 11 children, and
Juan Machado, son of Augustin Machado by a former wife 1865

Fourth:

Charles Almon Sumner, 1873

Fifth:

Augustus Jacob, Frederick M Sumner, Cecil C.R. Sumner,
and Georgiana Sumner 1876.

Sixth:
Seventh:

Franklin Heald, Donald Graham and William Collier 1883.

Franklin Heald, 1885.

Eighth:

S. V. Landt, 1890

Nineth: South Riverside Land and Water Do., (who opened what
is known as Temescal ditch through Elsinore and V^arm

Springs Valley and ran water to Corona for irrigation) 1893
Tenth:

Temescal Water Company

Eleventh:

1895

Twelfth: Consolidated Reservoir and Power Company
Thirteenth:

.

George I. Lamy, 1908.

E lizabeth B

Pedley
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1913

1908

Elsinore Lake

-2

Fourteenth: ,H. M. Stiles

1914

Fifteenth:

H. B. Allen,

Sixteenth:

W. L. Pedley and E lizabeth B. Pedley, 1919

Seventeenth:

Eighteenth

R . P. Sherman, 1920

Southern Cal. Atheletic Club

Nineteenth:

Twentieth:

1917 '

1924,

Glen E . Gonklin, 1933

Elsinore Naval and Military School

Twenty-first:

Elsinore Lake Foundation
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1952

1933

CITY OF LAKE ELSINORE

PROJECTED POPULATION FIGURES UP TO THE YEAR 2010
(July 1993)

Population (Census

Increase Froai

% Orowth

9323

Aaii—fi Orowth
(•.♦.f.o)

and tiv.Co. Data)
.

Projactad
Pooutatien

.



10803

1480

i3.n

-

1987

12282

1480

12.0X

-

1988

14968

2686

17.9X

1989

15971

1003

6.3X

18285

2314

12.7X

-

19223

938

4.8X

-

22120

2897

13.IX

880

3.8X

1990

1992
1993

23000



-

6.IX

1500 •

24500

9.3X

2500 ♦

27000

8.5X

2500 *

29500

7.8X

2500 *

32000

7.3X

2500 »

34500

8.0X

3000 o

37500

7.4X

3000 n

40500

2001

6.9X

3000 n

43500

2002

6.SX

3000 s

46500

6.1X

3000 n

49500

- 5.7X

3000 n

52500

2005

5.4X

3000 B

55500

2006

5.IX

3000 B

58500

2007

4.9X

3000 B

61500

2008

4.7X

3000 B

64500

4.4X

3000 B

67500

4.3X

3000 B

70500

1994
1995
1996

1997
1998
1999

2000

2003

1 2004

2009

2010 '

i

• Projections based on the historical data for the current recession.

♦ Projections based on the acviexation of the

Heights project and associated areas in addition to the

projected figure based on historic data for the current recession.

H Assumptions based on projected post-recession growth.

B Projectionstions based on the steady buildout of approved projects within the city.
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YUM*

(ODEdRAN)

"Start M;Cafrfomia

The Resources Agency of California

Metrtorandum
Dote

To

'

March 15, 1989

* Fred Worthley, Regional Director
California Department of Fish and Game
Region 5
330 Goldenshore, Suite 50
Long Beach, OA 90802

From

Department of Parks and Recreation

Southern Region Headquarters
Subject:

Fish Management at Lake Elsinore

This memo is to apprise you of an extreme fishery problem at
Lake Elsinore State Recreation Area and to seek your
Department's assistance and cooperation in dealing with the
issue. It is our opinion that this summer. Lake Elsinore will
face a catastrophic fish die-off as a result of lake
conditions. Circumstances by July 1989, will parallel those of
1972 when lake elevation, temperature, nutrient content, and
marine algae blooms combined to kill over 800 tons of fish.
That die-off required the expenditure of over 1,000 person days
and thousands of dollars in equipment and operating costs to
effect the clean-up.

The lake has had; a long history of fish die-offs that relate
directly to the aforementioned factors. Similar occurrences
were recorded in 1933, 1936, 1940, 1948, 1966, 1972, 1976, and
1977. The period from 1977 to 1986 saw lake levels above 1240'
level and no die-off occurred. Last year there was a minor
occurrence. As stated, we expect a major event in 1989. We
would like to meet with you and your staff in the near future to
determine what if anything can be done to alleviate this
problem.

Our staff has discussed the possibility of chemical treatment,
an infusion of water, and possible aeration of the lake, but
these solutions would be only temporary at best, and seem to be
cost prohibitive. Department of Water Resources water quality
experts have indicated that the chemical treatment solution,
could in fact exacerbate the die-off problem.

Commercial fishing in the lake was done in 1977 and produced 120
tons of fish. Perhaps it would be possible to permit this
activity to occur in the next few months to reduce the tonnage
that will have to be cleaned up. Another programi with the
concurrence of your Department might be no license, no limit

fishing of the lake for the balance of the calendar year. I
believe that such a program could have a very positive public
relations benefit for both of our Departments. ^
CC:

240

Mr. Fred Worthley^
Page 2
March 15, 1989

ThP neDartment of Parks and Recreation is currently working

throuah a joint powers agreement with six other agencies which
have formulated a lake management authority. This
working to stabilize Lake Elsinore to enhance recreational_

notential and water quality. When the lake management
ffcoSlete
thfongoing fishery problem will be abated through

the stabilization of the lake at 1240 minimum elevation-

Although the future of the fishery will secure through lake

^

mpnacremGnt we are in need of your assistance. Please advise as

rhin you might be available to discuss this urgent problem.

aneth B. Jones, Regional Director
Southern Region

cc:

Jack V, Harrison

George E. Cook

Lake Elsinore Management Authority
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^inNTFirAMT T?^S1JF THAT HAY RATSF PIIFSTIONS

Department of Fish and Game

Region/Branch

^

Date

May30, i989

ISSUE* Department's response to anticipated fish kills at Lake Elsinore,
Riverside County

SUmARY: We anticipate major fish kills this summer and fall at Lake
Elsinore, Riverside County; due to low water elevation and poor water quality.
Fish kills will result in a loss of gamefish and poor p\;;t>lic relations directed
against the Department by the news media. No reasonable/financially feasible
corrective measures can be taken to prevent the anticipated fish kills.

POSSIBLE QUESTION: '

nrr

^. • • ..

Can the DFG and Commission tcike pro-active measures to
encourage heurvest of gamefish prior to anticipated fish kills?

POSoIBLE ANSWER, in concert with "free fishing day", June 10th, and extending
through November 15, 1989, the Commission could waive the black bass size limit

and the bag limits on gamefish at Lake Elsinore to encourage harvest of the
resource-

media.

DFG cOuld promote the harvest of gamefish in releases to the news

Such measures would be pro-active, positive steps to utilize the fishery

resource and abate poor press associated with "no action".

Instructions:

Complete this form as items of significance occur

WHICH SHOULD BE COMMUNICATED TO THE DIRECTORATE.

llMIT EACH ISSUE

TO ONE PAGE.

Send copies to:

Director (A copies). Public Affairs Office,
APPROPRIATE Branch/Region.

Regional wMager/Bran^h Chief

12/85

wW rh//yj
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Steven P. Bennin
1016 Hoover

Ave.

Los Banos, Ca. 93635

(209) 826-3214

XP

May 10, 1989
To Regional Manager
From: Steven Bennin, Commercial Fisherman

Subject: Obtaining Permit

It has been brought to my attention that Big Bear Lake and
Lake Elsinor have a large carp population.

I conduct a commercial fish operation out of Los Banos, Ca., and
we harvest carp, suckers, blackfish, goldfish, and other nongame fish.
Our operation is low profile, mobile, and efficient. We use a
18 foot long flat bottom boat powered by a 25 horsepower out
board engine. On the bow of the boat we store a 600 foot long
seine net that we catch the fish with.. The net is 10 foot deep,

and the mesh size is 3^ in. stretched measurement.
The net is laid off from the shore and fed off in a large semi

circle. After pulling each side of the seine into the beach,
the fish are pushed back into a pocket that is located near
the center of the net. After the pocket is tied off, we open
it up and sort the fish, with the game fish returned to the

lake. This process usually takes about one to two hours, and
we might repeat this up to 3 to 4 times a day.

We transport the fish live in small tank trucks and trailers.
The fish are kept alive with oxygen and air pumps.
We are aware of all the obvious rules and regulations of the
Fish and Game. I have personally been involved in the fish
business for over 20 years, and my employees are experienced.
In my conversation with Chuck Marshall on May 10th., he men
tioned that Big Bear Lake had an aquatic weed problem. In my
experience with this, usually from the middle of summer to
the middle of winter it is impossible to pull a seine through
these weeds. With this in mind it is my hope you could process
this request as soon as possible.

If you need any further information,
leave a message at my home number.

feel free to call

me

or

'■^VU
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Congtrttctlon Coats

Main Levee

$ 5,985^000

Inlet Channel Modifications

1,583,000

Outlet Channel Modifications

^6,421,000

Lake Dredging

3,015,000

Outlet Pump Station

300,000

Levee Drainage Pump Station

500,000

Water Supply Wells

2,100,000

Lakeshore Drive Park

2,350,000

Riverside Drive Can^ground

2,200,000

Distribution Pun^ Station and Piping
Subtotal

200,000
$24,654,000

Contingencies

3,698,000

Projected Cost Increase

4,536,000

Engineering and Administration

3,289,000

IDC

504,000

Rights-of-Way

2,700,000

Bureau Participation

250,000

Loan Application Report

135,000

CEQA-EIR

25,000

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$39,791,000

OMR&P Cost Increases

O&M Maintenance

$

120,000

06M Administrative

40,000

O&M Expenses

20,000

Replacement Reserve

20,000

Pover Costs
TOTAL CMR&P

913,000
$1,113,000
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L'lslnoru offers extensive recreation

acllvlLles.

lU.at

Campion, Water

Skl linj;. rishlni;, Wlofl Surf Inn.

Moat i.aoncli ill);

lliL- many recreation uetlvllles offerecl:

(^IH' 3n-]

CORTDON

Cry-

i.ako Use Permits

riu' follouinn are some locations were
y.iii anil your family may enjoy some of

Camping

ROADRUNNER R.V. PARK-32500 RiversiJe Dr.

Fisliing
Swiimniii);
Camping

Day Use

(pnil liook-ups available)

SHORE ACRES RESORT-l5712 Orami Avenue

Day Use

Day Use

Fish I on
Sw Inmiinn

R.V. C.iniping

^"A O

Moat Dock

(Full hook-ups available)

iilATF. FAKK 11A:LU>A.AilLAriJ. l..ike.sluue_lLc.

MAIN

(Water & Electric)
I.AKE PARK RESORl-R.V. PARK & MOTEL
)L'000 Riversiiie Drive

DAY USE ONLY

Day ll.se

1' i ckn Ick i ng

Moat Doi'k

I- i sl» i Mj;

I' i Sll 1 II)',
•Sw i null i O}',

LLlilNUiU: W£SI-^ViUiLV=J27i)a.

lioat I.aoMi li i itg
cn

}

("arnping

Swimming

(Fil l ! liook-(i|)s available)

13 o a

1 akv Usi." I'l-rinils

Caniping
Swimming
Fisliing

> i

I:'Jl'V.lJ/Vi!'.J'JI'M

(Full l>ook-upa avaiial)lf)

(iliaiiiber of (.'omiiierce
I 12 W. nr.iltam Ave.
(i7/.-2577

City Mai I
130 S. Main St.

Moat i.nuiuliing
l.akc Use Fermlts

Camping
Swimming
Fisliing

cry

.

b//.-■) 124

State Park

Fire Stations

State Park Ramacia

Area

Craiiam L Poe

Mr iI'.iit man Si reel
l-.S()()-.W2-5(i'J7

Day Use

Eisinore West

Road runner

Marina

R.V. Park

Pol ice

Siiore Acres Resort

Riversiiie County Slierlff Soiistatlon
1 17 S. I.aiij'.stair Si .

l.akc park Resort

VI I

Kay .lordan's Camjiground
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